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Hobson, Jenny 

From: Foster, David 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:03 PM 
Hobson, Jenny 

Subject: pp 

David R. Foster 978.724.3302 

Director, Harvard Forest, Harvard University 

324 N. Main Street Petersham, MA 01366 

From: <Foster>, David Foster <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: John Flender <Jflender@verizon.net> 
Subject: Re: Possible source of info 

John 

Thanks very much. An interesting trail indeed. 

David 

--------------
David R. Foster 978. 724.3302 

Director, Harvard Forest, Harvard University 

324 N. Main Street Petersham, MA 01366 

From: John Fiend er <Jflender@verizon.net> 
Date: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 3:38 PM 
To: David Foster <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: Possible source of info 

Hi David, 
In looking through some old records I found the following reference to a visit I made to the Mass Land Court. Perhaps they may have 
some useful information. I was there in October of 2003; so helpful Tom Gavaghan may no longer be around. 
John 

Massachusetts Land Court, Tom Gavaghan 
There is a lot of material in the Engineers Vault. Tom was very helpful, but without specific case 
numbers it is hard to access their data. They have two old hand-drawn atlases ofDukesCounty. (Sheets 
11 & 12 cover the Paint Mill Area. Unfortunate the atlases are in bad shape and only refer to Land 
Courted property. There are, however, some other property lines that might be helpful. The atlases are 
in Unit 42, drawer 12. 
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Notes to incorporate into Chapter 

Windmills and saltworks are not in evidence today, but may be observable through 
archaeological excavation. Both structures were commonly dismantled once they were 
inactive and were incorporated into other structures, making them difficult to detect. This 
re-use of materials is typical of the Islands and the Cape -- a boon to local residents using 
the material, and a bane to the archaeologist 

Saltvvorks 1776 etc on 
Salt-preservative; fish-packing, tanning; obtained from West Indies before Revolution; 

Triangular Trade route; Revolution created shortage; Saltworks method developed by 
Capt John Sears, Dennis, MA: 20' x 10-12" deep; wood, nicely joined; Four adjoining 
classes of drying bin (vats, pans Banks 1911) called the "water room, pickle room, lime 
room, salt room". Water pumped into first with windmill; then gravity fed; each 
covered with roof. (James Norton; Saltworks in Holmes Hole - Intelligencer) 

Naval Stores 
On Chappaquiddick pitch pine harvested for pitch, which was manufactured to create 
grease for carts, turpentine, and rosin. 17th C - many homes lighted by the fireplace, in 
which large pine knots were burned to create a short-lasting, intense fire (Capece 2001; 
his source is unclear) 

Brick Mill 
About 1850 Messrs. Smith and Barrows built a plant for manufacture of pressed brick 
near outlet of Roaring Brook; large industry, dozens oflaborers, production about 
600,000 bricks, $2,400 annually. After twenty years fuel was exhausted and it was 
abandoned. produced up to 800,00 bricks annually with 70 employees; 

Between 1831 and 1855, the number of sheep in the study unit fell nearly 60 %. 
The decline was greater on the mainland (86%) and Nantucket (80%) than on Martha's 
Vineyard (22%). However, during the Civil War virtually every town added a few sheep 
to their flocks in order to profit from the premium on locally produced wool. .. The rise 
was short-lived, and in the forty years to 1905 the Cape lost nearly 88% of its flock and 
Nantucket 94%. By contrast with the rest of the region, however, the sheep decline in 
Dukes County was slower. In 1905, Dukes reported 21% of the state's sheep. Gosnold 
and Chilmark were the leading sheep-grazing towns in the state. 

1830-60 burst of wharf building due to commercial cod industry. 

Edgartown but also HH for whaling with Dr Fisher's oil works continuing to 1876. 
Decline after Civil War but still 8 whalers in 1882, last in 1896. 

Decline of salt - -1840 removed duty on imports 

Dr Fisher 



Decline of Whale oil, Dr Fisher: candle company persisted as Edgartown largest 
employer after DF's oil refinery closed (MVM www); 
Crocker (Mill) Pond - dam built by S Athearn; in 1858-1860 Dr. Fisher built a house 
(Camman site), mill, and enlarged the dam; Fisher's dam is slightly E of the Athearn mill 
site; Fisher - 2 ½ story mill; English equipment, millstones from France; the miller, 
Nicholar Martin from England, lived in Camman House; wheat flour went to DF's 
hardtack factory for 15-20 years; mill purchased in 1885 by Pudolphous Crocker owner 
of VH saddle business; 1909 sold to WL Webb (Shaler' s son-in-law); Fisher Mill quiet 
after 1880 (Dimmick 2007); Ice House for SGates. All Eliz Bramhall. Cost $30K VG 9-
27-40. at that time there was not in the United States a more complete mill for making 
flour. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture 1883. MARTHA'S 
VINEYARD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. JAMES S. GRINNELL. 

Dr Fisher Rd - completed in 1860: "a fine dirt road when he finished it over which 
his four-horse trams could be driven at a gallop" (VG Sept 1940 /Sept 3 19991); 
"track through the scrub oak wilderness" (CG Hine 1908). Builot with permission form 
each town VG 9-27-40 

My Dear Sir,-I have made a poor hand to-day, among the plovers, though I have had a 
good deal of pleasant driving over the plains. The mode of shooting is from a wagon ... 
My eye is hardly quick enough to see the birds in the grass, and I am a little too much out 
of play to be sure of them when they rise ... My companion to-day Dr. Fisher, a principal 
man here, is an excellent shot. He killed a dozen birds. (D Webster 1849) 

Largest dealer in sperm and whale oil in the United States. VG May 1946/June 17 
2006. Oil and Candle works - largest in US, all in world other than GB. "Dr. Fisher is 
considered the boldest operator in the purchase of oils in the market and buyers 
are probably as much or more influenced by his opinion in their operations then by 
any other person" New Bedford Mercury. 3-2-1855 

Priester Estate. 

Longfellow, Emerson, Oliver Wendell Holmes entertained; Seldom left MV except 
Naushon and Boston (State Senator) 

Dr. Fisher was Fabulously wealthy, extremely progressive, literally a fanatic where 
the welfare of the Vineyard was concerned. VG 5-1-53 

Woods place - root cellar, barn built for DF; Stone exclosure - pig sty with stone 
floor; house for farmer torn down; heavy retaining walls for growing fruit. VG 9-2 7-
1940 

Old Sculpin Gallery-housed candle factory, grain store, boat builder's shop; Once 
occupied the grain dock owned by DF. 



Illumination Night evolved from the popularity of strolling through the campgrounds to marvel at the tents lit by thousands of 
spermaceti candles, made from whale oil were manufactured at Daniel Fisher's Edgartown factory, 

Whale oil processing plant (warehouse) is county jail site. 

MHC Reconnaissance Survey Town Report. EDGARTOWN. 1984 

Edgartown's population rose steadily until 1860, reaching in that year an all-time high of 2118. In 1855 360 men were 
employed on the whale ships, probably representing the majority ofEdgartown's working population. The sharp decline in this 
business, however, brought about a similar decline in the town's population: by 1870, Edgartown had returned to the same size 
it had been in 1830. Edgartown's foreign-born population amounted to less than 3% in 1865. As a result of the whaling 
industry, over half this group was made up of a small Portuguese-born population. 

Whaling dominated the town throughout the period, as the number ofwhalemen rose from 195 in 1837 to 255 (1845) to 360 in 
1855. Almost all the land-based industries were subservient to whale ships, as small shops produced hats, boots and shoes, 
blocks and pumps, boats, tinware, casks, or woolen clothing for the whalemen or their ships. The largest of these industries 
was the oil and candle works of Dr. Daniel Fisher (1799-1876). He is said to have "cornered the whale oil marketvl and 
obtained a contract to supply all the government-operated lighthouses. His oil works was said to be the "largest in the worldH 
(Hough, p. 18). By 1855 the works produced nearly $470,000 worth of oil and candles, much the largest single product value 
reported that year. The whaling industry was hard hit by the business depression of 1857. The enormous quantities of whale 
oil soon overstocked a market much less inclined to buy, and prices fell dramatically. Any possible recovery of the business 
was further compromised by the discovery of petroleum in 1859, in the long run virtually eliminating the demand for sperm 
and whale oil as illuminants. In 1865, the number of men employed in Edgartown whalers had fallen to 180 as whale bone -
the Bowhead's baleen -- became increasingly sought after. 

Greek Revival entries, including the Captain's House (1832), the Edward Coffin House (1839), and the Jeremiah Pease House 
(1858). 

The Beach Road to Oak Bluffs was opened in 1872, and in 1902 was improved as a macadam state highway. 

By 1915, 10% of the population was Portuguese born. 

By the early 1930s, an airport had been established at Katama in the south. 

Edgartown Golf Club (1926). 

MHC W Tisbury 

Ritchie (1969:3) Wampanoag population on Martha's Vineyard in 1600 A.D. at 1,500. 

Daniel Fisher built 5 mills on Mill River- lowest was Athearn's. 

West T's population 460 in 1895, 441 in 1915, 260 in 1940. 

MHC Oak Bluffs 

Nicholas Norton (died ca. 1690) is said to have utilized a small brook that was from a marsh to 
Sanchacontacket pond for a mill site since a dam still existed there and early deeds make 
reference to it. 

Tisbury to the west completed the Lagoon 

Bridge in 1871 to provide direct access from Holmes Hole to 

Cottage City along Beach Road through Eastville. In 1872, 

Edgartown built a Beach Road along the east coast to Cottage 



City. The Vineyard Grove Company built a bridge across Squash 

Meadow Pond (later Lake A venue) dividing it into Lake Anthony on 

the north and Sunset Lake on the south. The Company also 

constructed Highland Wharf at the head of Commercial A venue. 

A horse railway line was constructed in 1873 from Highland Wharf south to a loop around the 
Camp Ground circle at Trinity Park. This line was extended to New York Wharf at Eastville in 
1892, and to the Prospect House at Lagoon Heights. Meanwhile, in 1874, steam railroad service 
was opened from the Oak Bluffs Wharf south 

The Cottage City Electric Railway Company was formed in 1895, underwritten by nonresident 
capital, with a powerhouse at Eastville. Service extended west to the Lagoon Bridge, but the route 
in Vineyard Haven remained a separate line for some time, and electric service was never 
extended south to Edgartown. Beach Road to Edgartown, however, was improved as a macadam 
state highway in 1902. In 1900, Lake Anthony was opened to Nantucket Sound and dredged to 
become Oak Bluffs Harbor. 

There are no population figures available before incorporation in 

1880, when 672 were reported as year-round residents. By the end of the period, this figure had 
risen to 1245, nearly twice the earlier number. A substantial portion of this rise were the new 
Portuguese immigrants which in 1885 made up 7% of the population; by 1905 the 235 Portuguese 
represented 20.6%. This was much the highest number of Portuguese on the island 

MHCTisbury 

Five of the island's eight salt works were at Holmes Hole, representing 76% of the Vineyard's 
total salt capacity. 

Center, Franklin, Church, and Spring Streets were established in 1854; part of William Street was 
laid out in 1864. 

Holmes Hole took longer to develop an important maritime commerce than Edgartown. The first 
deep-water wharves were not constructed until the 1830s, when two marine railways were also 
established. The harbor was much frequented by by vessels passing through Vineyard Sound, 
"particularly when the winds are contrary. The deep harbor made Holmes Hole an important port 
and agricultural products as well as large quantities of wool were sent through the port. The first 
submarine telegraph line was laid across Vineyard Sound to West Chop in 1856 by the Cape Cod 
Telegraph Co. 

The year 1845 was the peak of Tisbury's whale fishing. In that year four whaling vessels were 
reported owned .in Tisbury employing 121 men. The sperm oil brought back was valued at 
$36,000. One ship was reported in 1865. Another side of the fisheries was the Ashappaquonsett 
herring run, "a famous and prolific domestic industry from time immemorial" (Banks), which that 
year employed 100 men and netted $15,300. 

In 1889, a new road north from Main Street (West Chop Avenue) was cleared and graded. 



Residential development continued to extend west from Main Street, especially in the Spring/Pine 
Street area. New resort development extended north along West Chop Road to West Chop, where 
the West Chop Land and Wharf Company developed a district of large Shingle Style summer 
estates in the 1890s. 
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Silas Tilton/ Vinal Skiff Mill 

In 1766 Silas Tilton (cordwainer) purchased from Samuel Allen eight acres on the North Shore abutting 

an unnamed river and pond on the west side of the property. He also acquired the "privilege of building 

a mill on said river" (V.10, p.571- Dec. 13, 1766). In the 1771 Mass Tax Valuation List Silas Tilton is 

shown with one house and shops, annual worth of the whole real estate of £1:15:0, 2-cattle, 26-goats 

and sheep, s-swine, 5 acres of pasture, 1 cow the pasture to keep, but no mention of a mill. 

By 1781 he had built a mill. See reference to mill in deed Samuel Allen (Yeoman) to Silas Tilton 

(Cordwainer) . "Land in the northern part of the land that I live on next to the sea ... near the stream or 

brook that leads from the mill. .. " (V. 12, p.292 - Oct. 3, 1781). 

On April 14, 1791 Silas Tilton (yeoman) sold to Vinal Skiff (1759-1829, weaver) 34 acres at Kiphiggon 

with buildings, mill, water rights, etc. (V.13, p.279). Banks states that Tilton moved to Easton, NY. 

The operation of, if not the title to the mill passed from Vinal Skiff to Stephen Skiff (possibly his son: 

1787 -1857) as indicated in the following deed reference: "Beginning at the West end of a rock and 

marked Bon the East side of Stephen Skiffs Mill. .. " (V.26 p.321- March 27, 1837) 

I don't seem to have gone further to trace the title to the property from Vinal Skiff to Jeremiah Stewart 

who sold to Wing and King in 1864 two acres on which to build a mill and another half acre for a wharf 

as well as the right to use Howland Brook (Paint Mill Brook) and the existing dam and mill pond. 

From there see "Chilmark's Paint Mill...", Dukes County Intelligencer August 2005 

JOF - 6/28/2013 
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Notes Regarding MV Mills from John Flender 

Mills 

Tiasguam River (New Mill River) 

~euben Tilton Grist Mill c. 1760 at Middle Road near "Hewing Field" Mayhew 
p.130 At least two mills along Tiasquam between Meeting House Way and 
Glimmerglass (Luce's) Pond a grist mill and one for fulling woolen goods. 

Deed V.?, p.427 Thomas Tilton to Reuben Tilton mentions Reuben Tilton mill 
(1823 ?) 

@)Grist Mill site: Wm. B. Mayhew bought half interest from James Allen in 1815. 
Located upstream from Glimmerglass (?) Pond 

@)James Allen Carding and Fulling Mill 18th century. Wm. B. Mayhew bought 
interest in 1815. Located at the end of Glimmerglas~ (?) Pond Banks, p 68. "There 
was a grist mill built on the New Mill River probably before 1700, as Benjamin Skiffe 
(1655-1717/18) was granted the privilege to establish one in 1696 (Deeds 1,125) and 
the map of 1795 shows one at that date near the Tisbury line." (Banks acknowledges 
on p. 3 7 that it is not known whether Skiffe built the mill.) 

Banks WT p. lO{M;;hew All;n site upstream from Chuiin0built before 1850. 
Acquired by Alle~'s-soh-rtFlaw-Capt,<Ieotge-tlwe-wno-febuilt the property in 1860 
and ran for about 20 years or more as a grist mill. 

Banks WT p. 104't:h~rch, Pabodie, Standish s~First grist mill built in W. Tisbury 
(~1668) Ran untilabout f87T-78. Long descnpfion of the history of this mill. 
Mayhew p. 134 Church mill built 1665. Long description. Mill located about 300 yd. 
up-river from South Road. Ran until 1877 
Norton p.74 Benjamin Church built first mill in 1665. 

Old Mill River 

Note: It is thought that a mill existed in present day W. Tisbury prior to the one built 
in 1668 on the Tiasquam (Church, Pabodie, Standish). The road from Edgartown to 
W. Tisbury known as "Mill Path" was in existence (according to Banks V.I,p. 460. 
See also WT p 3,182.) long before 1669. Banks also makes reference to the 
establishment of a mill (Cottle) on Old Mill river "where a mill anciently stood" (WT 
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p. 102) presumably this mill was located at the site of the existing mill on the 
Edgartown-W. Tisbury Road. 

Mayhew p. 133 Reference to mill set up on "Old Mill River" where it passes under 
"Mill Path" (Edgartown Rd.) since road was known before settlement in 1664. 

Note: According to Chris Egan Superintendent of the TTOR Long Point property, the 
millstone used as a door step at the house on the property (the old hunting camp) came 
from the Garden Club mill site. The stone (partially broken) is 5' in diameter and 3 ½ 
to 4 ½" thick. It has a hole 7 ½" in diameter, (pictures taken 7 /19/00). 

Banks WT pl02 Cottle Mill built sometime after 1726 and before 1760. Stopped being 
used shortly after 1874. Long description of this mill. 

Hine p. 177 see ad for 1000 yd. satinet dated Nov. 6, 1873 

Mayhew p. 143 David Look (Owner of Church Mill) bought Cottle mill in 1809 and 
converted that building into a woolen factory. 

Mayhew p. 13 7 Mayhew suggests that some mill building existed when Cottle sold 
the property to Cobb in 1760 "with every utensil etc." When David Look took it over 
he installed looms and carding machinery. When Thomas Bradley bought the mill he 
replaced the old building in 1846 with a new factory for the manufacture of satinet, a 
heavy woolen fabric used largely for whalemen's jackets. 
Building now the Martha's Vineyard Garden Club Center .. 

Norton p. 74 John Cottle built a grist mill on old "Mill River" in 1700 sold it to Cobb 
.... estate of Campbell r:.~.:,-,,c:. 

1..,-1...: • ~· .,.·'v·,,:·:;~ '<f·<\ 

. >(' 
Banks WT p. 103 Poorly documented/grist mill built by Ezra _t\hern some years 
before 1792 at the site of the Dr. Fisller Mill. Brook shows the remains of an old dam. 

Banks WT p. 103 Dr. Fisher mill mentioned. 

Mayhew p.56 Dr. Fisher's mill "located on the "Old Mill River" in N. Tisbury at the 
"* "".? \-\ ,, ·· spillway of the lower pond ... Sometimes called "Crockers". Dr. Fisher also owned 

":,Jr 
i'CisYie·,'.s mill rights to the upper pond "Fishers Pond". 

' · \·',, \1'' @ C'<'oc.1ce<r_s 

Norton p. 74 Fisher mill near Middletown on Simon Athearn place. Sold after his 
death and later torn down. --;---,._ 

\ '•1 

/ 
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Note: July 15, 2000 there is a millstone doorstep at the TTOR building at Long Point 
which the superintendent, Chris Egan, says came from the mill in W.T. now owned by 
the Garden Club. He says George Manter knows the history of the mill. Also there is 
supposed to be a history of the mill in the membership list of the Garden Club. f; ~•"' 

'-.n• w~ ""'\ !,!fiO r - c,~\"\. ~ 
·\lr ~,__.._ 'wi\\W'AI\ "- ~ 1c:i--' +.\-

Fulling Mill Brook ~~, , -.J.i~ '9:-) r-f \-\ "A J 1e 
.( OJ. 'V 'l-•"' ,,.,.. ,rC,fll"' ~...-,P.-c::r -.;.~ t-,v- .'lL 4-._-t~ ,_.. -z \.k<S 

~ °T"''y,- ~ i;,o"" 
~ Fulling Mill c 1694 Fulling Mill Brook at South Road. Benjamin Skiffe ~ ~" ~.,.o.-f 

purchased 100 acres at this time. Dam and stones still visible. Earliest wool "c .. ~ 
processing mill. 

"V~ Banks p.67 Earliest mill in Chilmark est prior to 1694 located several rods north of 
~ ~ South Road. Old dam still visible from bridge crossing river. Period of operation 

~ ~ ve.«inknown, but shown on 1795 map. 
'ft'"' 71.-
~ '1: @ Grist Mill at the same location as the fulling mill. 

-~\,c; 
~, (M9\william and John Tilton Grist Mill on the north side of middle road on land 
) V ~.$ '----Emight from Benjamin Skiffe in 1702. S'cf!"f<- o.clv~ ~\\.o" \;)o-a - WW\ 

':ti 6. o.J M 10 amuel Tilton Grist Mill 1850 at Middle Road site as M9 
Banks p.68 Grist Mill est. about 1850 by Samuel Tilton. 0 erated for about 10 
years. Building devoted to other uses .. (Wrong This wa ~ ssett's m_gD) 1xisse\t-

Roaring Brook · ~-- \ ,, .::.o..-~a~tt A_q~., on Ji=sm-c¼ 
No<t,.,\ ~"tcw-tt exur \ r d r4,.C\ 

~ _,...- ~ -\"O~ .A.~v 

M 3 Blillman Grist Mill c. 1730 On Roaring Brook just below Prospect Brook. Stereo 
p ofus at Hist. Soc. 

Banks p.68 Grist Mill probably built by John Hillman (-1687-1728) before 1728. 
Operated after his death by his widow and her brother-in-law Benjamin Hillman. 
Francis w (§erected a new mill on this site in 1849. Building standing in 1908. 

Mayhew p. 118 Mill ran until 1900. Last miller was Will Manter. 

Hine p.162 (Photo) When pushed it could grind 30 bushels of corn a day. Some time 
since it ran (1908), but owner ran it in April 1906 to make some real corn meal. 

M 6 Mayhew-Nye-Manter Grist Mill 1769 located as at M 3 Rebuilt in 1849 by 
Francis Nye who was killed by lightning at-th~-mi-l-l (wrong: in Tisbury). Later run by 

T,\~'() -- ~,H he,~:se. _ r ~ e:., 
, , ~ • • ._ 1 .&,, d_L ~ _;, L '"':" 

~ , , p . -~ ,;:, :-;_ - \ ! ',c,, C,('l tV r -

v e .d o 'Cl :-w~t ~- j ,r fh -~+ .b hl.Y. 
~ C w l..o ~ ·dO lS"70 i le,~ 0( ' 7 

-P..vr~~J vJ•kv 4-D £-3 P .ti!f-
+o E of FvU1~ &Us a ~o¼.r rw-,i\C. 14 W~ fol{ 

~~ +- (...,,u •ea ~_.,.T 



"Uncle Billy" Manter and "Aunt Rebecca" who kept store and displayed a light in a 
window as a beacon for mariners in the sound. 

Hine p. 162 Statement that paint and clay for soap making were also ground here. 
Manter was last miller; kept'grocery store when brick works were operating and " .. 
. there were folks to buy." Manter was highest grade for credit. 

°B<-ow \l\{c, .. 

(B 5 Daniel Jones Grist Mill Located as ·at 3. Last working g~ist Mil.I, early 20th r- \. 
century. Jones was Hillman's son in la ran Hillman mill. _ _1_ f tv1 ;n - ~w ~ 14" 

~Y'V\ ~ U, Yl.~NC'T""~ ,-:-- . tt {( -
Paint Mill Brook ?ct\'1-'t ~ c \ l f \.i..c,tv ~ ( Oc.\Jtl 
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c~; \ t'Y2A v- k
Banks p.69 "Hiram and Francis Nye who had come here from Falmouth, established a 
paint mill about 1850, for grinding colors out of the clayey deposits found near the 
shore. The highest annual production while it was in operation was about 46,000 
pounds, valued at $5 000, and the mill ;was situated on a brook now called the Paint 
Mill brook.'~ (King was on Paint Mill Br. 186~ as on Roaring Brook~ 184:9 
1858.) '------ - - '---=---------

Norton p. 82 50,000 lb. paint ground annually at the height of the industry. 

Brook near Majors Cove in Oak Bluffs 

Banks OB p.37 There is a reference to a mill on a small brook that separated the farms. 
of Henry Constance Norton and_B.H. Kidder and ran-from a marsh into · · 
Sanchacantacket Pond. (No brooks shown on current topo) Tradition suggests that at 
one _time_ there__\.Yas a rriill_ on this brook fot_grindingoak .barJ0It is also thought that 
Nicholas Norton (1610-1690J:Operated it. Nortonwasbelieved to have been a tanner. 

Banks reports that remains of an old dam were visible. 

Banks OB p.9 There is a reference to "the Old Mill dam" in the description ofBoult' s 
Farm in the deed dated 1686. - -

There is reportedly an old map at the OCHS showing the location of the mill. Jill 
Bouck knows where it is located. 

Blackwater Brook-Lamberts Cove 

M_ayh~ The_ Cottle fa~i_ly acquired property in this district and built~ 
m1110 ohn Cottl~ m1ller was hvmg hereabouts m 1736. ~ -
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Vineyard Haven 

Hine p.88 Flour mill on Water St. about 1908 

Banks T p. 66 Steam grist mill est. 1881 by William J. Rotch still running 
(before1908). Under the management of William P. Bodfish. 

Tanneries (Tanning Pits) 

Chilmark 

Banks p. 62 Footnote ref. To "Tan Farts" and "Tan Yard" a! source of Fulling Mill 
Brook 1743. · 

Banks p.69 East side of Peaked Hill not far from the Chilmark town hall as early as 
1726. May have been operated by Thomas Blair who lived next to pits at that date. (In 
1850 the town hall was located on the north site of Middle Road between Tabor 
House Road and Fulling Mill Brook, (see map in "Brick Barns" for locatio? of town 
hall) 

Mayhew p. 129 Tanning pits located near the .. source ofFullingMill B~ool?(Chilmark) 
as early as 172Q,Tgought to have been operated by.Williani Stewart who lived half 
way up Bassett Hill,·, the next incline east of brook. 
(From the 1771 Taxvaluation data) The following are shown as operating Tanhouses 
in Chilmark: Jonathan Bassett,.:Silas Bassett 

West Tisbury 
,c,..--.'\ 
i\"£1.\ 

.:-,· · \_'..Mayhew p. 114-15 Near head of Blackwater Brook in W. Tisbury operated by the 
Luces (last to be operated on the island) 

Daggett p.26 Obed S. Daggett (1850-1934) worked in a tannery at Lamberts Cove 
shortly after his father died in 1886. Was paid $5-6 a week, but later received $0.10 
per day more for arriving an hour early and getting steam up so the men 
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could start working at 7:00. Normal work week 10 hr/day, 6 days/wk. 60 hr wk., but 
in the case of Daggett 66 hr. 

Daggett p.35 A tannery was located at Black Water Brook at Lamberts Cove and was 
operated by the Cottle family for several generations. 

_1)_,:l:f?;g~~arly tannery located near the brook on the property o?ce _owned by 
;_: Shubael GrayJust below the Locust Grove School but on the opposite side of the road. 

;- - , __ ,. ___ ,, ___ ~>" --- ·"·-·-·' ··--~ - • - • ----

(School was located (1884-1927) on North Road across the road "from the old mill" 
(Daggett p. 116) (Tannery must have been near the Seven Gates Mill & Crocker 
Pond.) ·· · ·· 

Mayhew p. 116 Job Gorham ran Tannery on the east side of the Indian Hill Road on 
the little pond-hole near the road. 

(From the 1771 Tax valuation data) The following are shown as operating Tanhouses: 
In Tisbury: Rowlan Rogers, Francis Norton, Isaac Robinson, Seth Hammet 

Edgartown 

Banks E.p87 & 129 Nicholas Norton was a tanner by trade and may have operated a 
tannery in Edgartown. 

Oak Bluffs 

Banks OB p. 14 Local tradition has it that John Boult was a "tanner of moleskins", 
put is probably not true. 

Banks OB p.20 Simeon Butler bought part of the Daggett Farm in 1733 and operated 
a tannery there until 1750 when the property was turned over to his sons Ebenezer and 
Thomas 

Banks OB p.56 It is suggested that Malatiah Davis (1717-1795) who, it is said, came 
to the Vineyard in 1740 entered the employ of Thomas Butler in his tannery business. 

B~E.ks.:Y.oh!Il p. 146 M.D. came to Vineyard ... "to enter die employ of Thomas Butler 
otEastville in the tannery operated by the Butler family. He moved to W. Tisbury in 
1778. -·-··\, 

An acquaintance at the VH library mentioned that there was a mill near Boult's Farm 
and that it was shown on a map in DCHS. (see 0-1,0-41) He thought the mill might 
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have been owned by Nicholas Norton. He thought Norton was a tanner. (Banks also 
suggests he was a tanner V.II, E., p.87) The mill dam and a tan mill are shown on 
property that may have been owned at one time by Nicholas Norton. (Thomas Butler -
Farm Neck, farmer (1676-1721); (Nicholas Norton: (1610-1690) (There is another 
Thomas Butler b.1721, d.-1781. He was a tanner, and lived at Farm Neck. His father, 
Simeon, ran the tannery before he died. (Somewhere 1 found the date as 1769. Banks, 
V,II, OB, p.20 says that Simeon turned the tannery over to his sons Thomas and 
Ebenezer in 1850.) 

Nicholas Norton's will leaves " ... a tract ofland lying at Saniacantacketjoining to the 
mill Creek which I bought of Mr. Sam." (Banks V.II, E., p.88) '"'e\ 
Diary of William Butler Intelligencer, Nov. 1966 & May 1967 points out that like 
most Vineyarders of that time Butler engaged in a great variety of occupations, 
although he considered a tanner by trade. These included teaching, raising sheep and 
farming, although everyone in those days engaged in farming. It was referred to " ... as 
a way oflife". 

Dukes County: (from the 1849 Gazetteer) One tannery listed which employed 3 and 
produced 700 hides, presumably in 1845) 
(From the 1771 Tax valuation data) The following are shown as operating Tanhouses: 
In Chilmark: Jonathan Bassett, Silas Bassett. In Tisbury: Rowlan Rogers, Francis 
Norton, Isaac Robinson, Seth Hammet. (Included above) All data for Edgartown 
missmg. 

Iron Ore 

Banks C p.68 Long before the Revolution bog iron was taken from the swamps on the 
estate once owned by John Hillman and in the possession of his heirs. Ore was 
reportedly smuggled to Taunton during revolution for conversion into ammunition 
when the supply of lead became diminished. (See Crevecoeur's map of 1782 for 
location.) (See Dr. James Thacher "Observations upon Iron Ores" Mass. Hist. 
Col., IX, 257 

Banks C p.69 Ore from above swamp used in war of 1812 to make cannon balls for 
the "Constitution" Hines p.161 

Mayhew p. 114 Iron ore was taken from the bog at the headwaters of Blackwater 
Brook in 1814 and sent to Col. Murdock's foundry in Carver to make cannon balls for 
the "Constitution". 
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Freeman p. 11 General reference to iron ore found "near runs of water and swamps". 
"Sells for ten or eleven shillings a ton on the Sound; and considerable quantities have 
been exported to the forges on the Main, where it is esteemed, when mixed with other 
ores, (see also Col. Hist. Soc. IX. 257) 

Barber ( 1841) p. 148 Iron ore delivered to the sound sold for $2 a ton. 

Hine p. 161 Ref. to 1782 map in "Letters from an American Farmer" locating source 
of bog iron shipped to the forges in Taunton. Further references to ore going to 
Carver, "every pound was weighed on the Homes Hole beach by Jonathan Luce, Sr. 
and then shipped in small 'wooden ships' to Wareham and thence to Carver. 

Thacher p.257 Reference to an iron mine of considerable extent and value on M.V. 
brought to "our works" in large lumps of a reddish brown colour affording about 25 
per cent, and is worth six dollars a ton. Iron from this ore exhibits a peculiar degree of 
smoothness and lustre. P. 258 first furnace in Plymouth Co. in Pembroke in 1702 
(short lived). Another in Carver (the Federal furnace 7 ½mi.from Plymouth) erected 
1794. 

Wind Mills 

Edgartown ,<~~ '(' ··:\ 
\,,_,_, _/ 

Mayhew p. 151 The J ernegan grist mill stood on the little knoll back of the 
schoolhouse (presumably off Planting Field Way. Millstones now (1956) doorsteps at 
Hist. Soc. Squire Cooke house. ( 6/28/00 stones no longer doorsteps, but still on 
grounds. They measure 33" diam. & 9" thick.) See also Des Barres Atlantic Neptune 
1776 (The site appears to have been near the intersection of Mill Street and Planting 
Field Way.) ....... --" 

<'' \,.' ·:::,· \ ( VJ I\-· i 

Mayhew p. 151 Wind pc5wer~d grist mill located on Mill Hill on west side ofKatama 
Road. 

Banks E. p. 189 The only mills in Edgartown were propelled by wind power and were 
local grist mills only. 

Barber ( 1841) All grinding of corn and grain done by wind mills. Salt made to a 
considerable extent. Water raised by pumps worked by windmills. Water led by 
troughs to cisterns or vats that were filled to a depth of 3 or 4 inches in which it was 
dried by the sun. 
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Chappaquiddick 

Mayhew p. 153 There was a grist mill powered by wind. Part owner and agent was 
Perry Davis of Providence. 

Oak Bluffs 

Mayhew p. 111 Windmill located near State lobster hatchery see also Des Barres 
Atlantic Neptune 1776. 

Hines p. 77 On the lagoon " ... where the bank began to rise was once a windmill for 
grinding corn." 

Vineyard Haven 
l"~ 
( \) \\:, i 
"-' ,,-' 

Banks T p.82 Illustration or"Old Windmill on Mill Hill 1795" 

Hine p. 123 Freemen notes in 1807 only one windmill in Tisbury. Location not given. 
Actually was on Manter Hill, then known as Mill Hill. Was built 1812-15 
(photograph), by Lothrup Merry. Also shown in the background of a photograph 
"Wreckage from the City of Columbus" Photo not in Hine. Wreck occurred Jan. 18, 
1884. 

Norton: p. 57-58: This appears to be the best and most accurate description. Timothy 
Chase ( 17 45-1818) built early mill on a site north of the village. This mill collapsed 
shortly after Chase's death in 1818. Lothrop Merry then built another mill about 1820 
on a site where the current town hall starig.s. Lothrop sold this land to Capt. Thomas 
Bradley in 1833. He in turn sold the mill to Capt. Tristram Luce in 1842 and moved it 
to a site not far from Chase's mill. In 1888 the mill building was purchased by Asa B. 
Cary and moved to become part o!_~~~-~ummer house ov~~!()()~i1:1~_the harbor. 

Chilmark 

Ml I Windmill-Menemsha site 1775 (from Des Barres) 
Des Barres Atlantic Neptune 1776 shows a windmill located approx.½ mile East of 
the opening to Menemsha Pond. 
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Gay Head 

Mayhew p. 125 Mention of the "site of the Gay Head windmill" It appears to have 
been located not far from the Gay Head Cemetery. 

Nomans Land 

Mayhew p. 122 There is mention of a "grist mill used to grind com in the fall..." 

~. 

/ ,\ '6 Wood, A.M. p.97 Windmill used to grind com and grain located not far from the site 
of the farmhouse. One of the mill stones still visible (1930) 

Tar Kilns 

Banks E p. 184 There were kilns for extraction tar from wood in the Penny Wise 
region, and the Tarkill Path ran to that locality as early as 1738 (Deeds VI, 386) 

Candle Factory 

Norton p. 39 The largest industry carried on was the candle factory of Dr. Daniel 
Fisher. (Daniel Fisher & Company). It was said to be the largest in America with a 
capital of $40,000 and an annual income of over a quarter of a million dollars. In 1850 
it produced 60 tons of candles and 13,000 barrels of refined and strained oil. The 
business flourished until after the Civil War when petroleum was discovered in PA. 

Miscellaneous Items: 

MVHS-Library Building-Maritime Museum: 

White clay jug made at Makoniky Clay Works c. 1890 

Firebrick from Menemsha Clay Co. 893-1915 

Beach stones exported to New Bedford for its cobblestone streets. 

Banks, Charles Edward, MD - b. 1854, d. 1931. 

Stationed on MV 1889-1892. 

V. 1 & 2 published 1911 
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The Vineyard Haven Windmills 

The earliest reference to a windmill in Tisbury (Vineyard Haven) appears in Banks, 
V.11, Tisbury, p.82 (1911) as a drawing with the caption "The Old Mill. 1795 Mill 
Hill, Vineyard Haven" 

Freeman, p.21 ( 1807) reports that in addition to a mill for dressing cloth, there was 
one windmill and three watermills in Tisbury. No specific location in the town is 
given. 

The Crapo map "Plan of Edgartown" (1830) shows a windmill west of the center of 
the town of Homes Hole. 

Hine, p. 122-123 (1908) has a photograph taken in 1884 of a windmill located in 
open, high ground referred to at that time as Mill Hill (Manter Hill in 1908, located 
between Main & William one or two streets north of Church). In the photograph the 
mill is obviously not being used. The text mentions that Lothrop Merry built it 
between 1812 and 1815. Hine noted that the mill could be seen in a picture 
"Wreckage from the City of Columbus", (I have been unable to locate that picture.) 
Hine also writes that by 1908 the mill had been moved to form part of the dwelling of 
a summer resident; 

Cary (Walker) Scheller mentioned that she had lived in the "Mill House" as a child. 
Her maternal grandfather. Asa B. Carey bought the house when Cary's mother was 
one year old. (She thinks this was about 1873.) Later he moved the mill building 
because was going to be tom down. He thought it was a shame to loose the structure. 
Her mother said that the mill had been moved from Chappaquiddick. and that the 
millstones were still are on the property. As mi aside Cary mentioned that her 
grandfather bought the house from Molly Merry. 

It seems likely that the structure now incorporated in the Mill House was the Lothrop 
Merry windmill which was standing but in poor condition in 1884. According to 
Freeman, there was a windmill on Chappaquiddick in 1807. This is probably the same 
mill as the one shown on the 183 0 Henry Crapo map near Snows Point. Neither mill 
appears on the Walling map of 1858, although several other windmills are shown. 
This omission suggests that both were no longer used. 

It seems unlikely that the Mill House windmill structure was moved from 
Chappaquiddick to become part of a summer residence when the one nearby was in 
poor condition as a result of having stood idle for some years and was probably soon 
to be torn down. 
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September 17, 2001 

Article from the Vineyard Gazette - August 23, 1943 

Among the old landmarks of Vineyard Haven, the most interesting one is the old mill 
first built "up Island" then moved to Edgartown, and finally to Vineyard Haven to the 
spot where Associates Hall now stands. Later it was purchased by Dea. Tristram Luce 
and moved to the land where Capt. Owen Tilton's house now stands. In 1883 it was 
purchased by Col. Cary and retained its individuality 'til 1886 when Maj. Cary had it 
moved to its present position; and it's now a component part of the Major's cottage -
and the old mill has lost its identity. No doubt it has stood the storms and winds of 
half a century. 

undated: Photograph of Vineyard Haven and mill on Chris Baer's web site, 

undated: Photograph of Col. Cary's Mill House on Chris Baer's web site. 

Information from Norton (2000) p.57 

Timothy Chase, referred to in Banks V.III, p. 79 as a miller (1745-1818) built a 
windmill that Norton shows as being located about halfway between a cart path 
(presumably now Main Street and the shore and north of his house and south of Molly 
Merry's house. This mill collapsed shortly after his death. Lothrup Merry built a 
second windmill in 1820 on the Town Hall site. This mill was moved to site near the 
original Chase mill. In 1888 General Asa B. Carey bought it and moved it down the 
hill to become part of his summer residence. (The_Norton reference-appears to be the 
most accurate source of information on VH windr~Tffs) 

Registry of deeds information: 

V.66, p.523 James Gray to Asa B. Carey 1880: Land in Tisbury starting at the NE 
corner of Shubase(?) D. Smith at high water VH harbor, W by Smith and Harding lot 
313 rods to land now or formerly owned by Ebenezer Norton, thence N to a well 
known bound by a ditch and westward of a cart path, thence N 8 more rods to land 
formerly belonging to Mary Merry, thence E by lands belonging to Tristram Luce 313 
rods to VH harbor thence S by harbor 16 rots to start. 

V. 69, p.126 Grafton Luce(?) to Asa B. Carey July 19 1881 Land with dwelling house 
thereon. Beginning at a stake and stones adjoining land of Tristram Luce at the NW 
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corner of said described premises, thence S. by T. Luce 129' 6" to a stake and stones 
adjoining lands ofRodolpheus W. Crocker, thence Eby said Crocker as the fence 
stands 300' to the VH harbor, thence N. by the harbor 128' to lands of T. Luce, thence 
W by Luce to start. This is the property conveyed by Matthew Merry to Grafton Luce 
12 July 1845 V.31, p.19/20 and by Thomas Luce to Grafton Luce 19 April, 1853, V. 
36, P.67 

V.92, p.373 ??? to Asa B. Carey Lot in Vineyard Haven (seems unrelated) 1894 

V.104, p. 101 Edward W. Whittemore to Asa B. Carey one half undivided interest in 
lot adjoining Carey's house lot. Starting at the SW corner of Carey thence E on the S 
line of Carey 145', thence S 7' 10", thence W along the N line of the house lot of 
Harriett Burre? 145' to the NE corner of said lot, thence N 1' 3" to start 

V.104, p.115 ??? to Asa B. Carey one third of the mill lot assigned to Georgina A. 
Savage in the partition of the estate of Tristram Luce. Starting at the county road at 
the middle of a private way leading to the residence of Carey, thence N by said road to 
the Grove Hill Lot, thence E by Grove Hill Lot to the VH harbor, thence S by Carey 
to the center of the private way, thence by center of private way to start. Containing 
2A more or less. 

For Timothy Chase see Deeds file "Norton, Butler, Bradley Chase Search" for V.9, 
p.828. 

Summary of Info on Mill House 

Asa B. Carey purchased a summer dwelling on about a lot of .9A in Vineyard Haven 
in 1881 (V.69, p. 126). The property had been owned by Mary (Molly) Merry and 
upon her death in 1843 the property went to Matthew Merry who sold it to Tristram 
Luce in 1845 (V.31 p.19/20). Tristram Luce in 1853 sold it to Grafton Luce (V.36 
p.67) who deeded it to Carey. It is not clear when the mill building was moved and 
attached to the Carey house. Norton's date of 1888 is probably the correct one. 
However, in 

Note July 16,2003: A note in the Tilton Genealogy notebook at MVHS indicates that 
there is a photo of the VH windmill provided in 2000? by Robert,Tilton who 
lives/lived on the site. Info on the mill provided by Walter RenearofVH. 
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John Hillman Mill (Roaring Br.) 

Banks (II, C_'.,1'/,68) a grist mill was built on Roaring Brook Gust below Prospect Br.
Chi!. M. P #Mfc. 1730.) probably by John Hillman (#12) before 1728 and was 
operated after his death (1728) by his widow (Ruth Cottle d. 1760) and her brother in 
law, Benjamin Hillman (#13) (Deeds VII, 224). 

Banks (III p 195, 196, 198) Benjamin Hillman removed to Dartmouth 1729, but 
returned to Chilmark. d. 1745. John (#12) Hillman's estate administered by his widow 
in 1728 was divided in 1743. Tax Valuation list of 1771 shows John Hillman (#35), 
b.- 1722 as owning .25 mill. He removed to Williamstown sometime after 1782; d. 
1784 

A}1ew mili \\ras established on this site by Francis W. Nye in 1849. Mill still standing 
(-1910) but not in operation. Stereo 

Chil. M.P. Stereo photo at MVHS. (see below) 

Mayhew-Nye-Manter Grist Mill (Roaring Brook) 

,,,..-·,"' -,-""' 
Chil M.P. M6 Location a(M3_Rebuilt 1849 by Francis Nye. (see above) Later run by 
"Uncle Billy'' Manter & "Aunt Rebecca" who kept a store. 

Chilmark Census Records: William C. Manter 
In 1850 shown as 55 a paint grinder 
In 1860 shown as a miller 
In 1870 shown as a miller 

.,,--,--
Daniel Jones Grist Mill (Roaring Brook) 

Chil M.P.1\15'tocation at M3 Was last working mill-early 20th century. 

Mill Site investigation February 3,2001 

Roaring Brook: We walked down to the brick works from the end of the Prospect Hill 
Road and prowled around. Lots of old foundations and retaining walls, some of which 
appear to be unrelated to the major activity at the bottom of the valley. There is very 
little left of the wheel, but probably enough to take some measurements. Access is 
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very difficult because of the underbrush, vines and poison ivy. Summer access would 
be impossible. There is a bridge across the brook at the end of the road at the top of 
the path leading down to the brick works. The mill site shown in the Chilmark Master 
plan is probably fifty to one hundred yards upstream from the parking area at the end 
of the road. An inhabited dwelling (Roaring Brook Construction Inc.) prevented us 
from exploring further. 

Hi John, 

Two Nye brothers did build a small mill on Roaring Brook. Not anywhere as big as 
the one on Paint Mill Brook. And they did not ever own the property, they leased it. I 
haven't done a lot of work on the Paint Mill Brook property, but I'm also under the 
impression that the large mill there was also a Nye family endeavor. I'm still off island 
and am going from memory, not my actual notes. But I've almost finished a complete 
title search for both sides of Roaring Brook and here's what I've gleaned about mills 
there from the deeds: 

The first mill was John and Benjamin Hillman's grist mjll.=:= .. mid_JJ00s - located on 
the west side of the brook. Thiitisthe one known as the Daniel Jones)mill. (One of 
John Hillman's daughters married a Jones who boughta share in the mill from Ruth 
Hillman, John's widow.) 

The first brickyard on the west side of the brook began around 1821. It was not started 
by Smith and Barrows, but they bought it before the decade was over. It was bought 
and sold quite a few times by down island and off island investors before Nath. Harris 
bought it in 1867. 

William-Mitchellbopght property on the east side of the brook in 1837 and began a 
small brickyard-there as well. 

The Nye brothers leased property on the east side of the brook around 1849 and 
erected a mill there. (Can't remember who owned it at the time but I've got it in my 
notes. I'll be back on island later this week and can give you the deed references.) 
They were grinding clay for paint and apparently grinding grain as well. The Jones 
mill was no longer operating by this time. William Manter apparently worked there 
and called himself a "paint grinder" in the 1850 census. Manter eventually bought the 
property and this is what's known as the Manter Mill. He ground grain and clay in 
small quantities. 
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The Chilmark China Clay company was started around the turn of the century by 
Sydney and Charles Harris, Nathaniel's sons. It operated on the shore west of the 
brook. 

Ebba 
3/11/03 
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The Reuben Tilton Mill 

Reuben Tilton, born Aug. 26, 173 5 was the son of Thomas and Jemima Tilton. He married 
Abigail Tilton on Jan. 28, 1762. She predeceased her husband on July 10,180 I. Their 
children were: dau. Jamima born Jul. 24,1764, son Thomas born Oct. 24,1766 and son Asa 
Tilton born Dec. 1,1769 (Banks V.III, p.476). No record of Reuben's death has been found, 
but the last deed he signed was dated May 29,1826. Very little else is know about him 
other than the fact that he was referred to in the same deed as "Deacon". (Bk.22, p.488 -
1826 and Bk.26, p.3 21 - 183 7) 

Banks refers to Reuben Tilton as a "miller", which is undoubtedly correct, but 
during his early years, his livelihood appears to have been derived from farming. The 
Massachusetts 1771 Tax Valuation List shows him living in Chilmark and having an 
"annual worth of the whole real estate" of £1, and owning 2 oxen, 1 cattle, 26 goats & 
sheep 1 swine, 12A. pasture, 2 cows pasture will keep, 3A. tillage and producing of 30 
bushels of grain per year, but no interest in a mill is shown. By that time he appeared to be 
well established at the age of 36. His fortunes continued to improve and by 1788 he was 
being referred to in a deed as "gentleman" rather than "yeoman" as appeared in earlier 
transfers. The 1790 Census again lists him in Chilmark as head of a household of "5 free 
white males of 16 years and upward including heads of families", and "3 white females 
including heads of families". 

The status of an early mill on the New Mill River is an interesting one. In August 
of 1696, Benjamin Skiff purchased from Matthew Mayhew, for twenty shillings, the right 
to the "use, liberty and sole improvement" of the New Mill River for the "driving of one or 
more mills of any sort". (Bk.I, p.125) Skiffs apparent success with his operation on the 
Fulling Mill Brook must have encouraged him to try to expand his activities on another 
stream. In 1702, Skiff transferred to William Tilton (1668-1750) and his younger brother 
John (1670-1759), the right "to build and set up a grist mill" on the New Mill River. (Bk.2, 
p. 134) William Tilton already owned land on the river, having acquired a tract on the 
north side from Mayhew in February 1696. (Bk.I, p.204). The 1696 Tilton land purchase, 
however, was not recorded until 1707, well after the mill rights were first granted. 

No other references to any interests in mill rights or to mills on the New Mill 
River were found until March 2, 1759 when Thomas Tilton deeded to each of his sons a 
part of the "mill lot" on the north side of the river (Bk.9, p. 1,2,3, & 19). There is no 
indication where this terminology originated. Although all four deeds contain the typical 
language " .. with all the rights, title, privileges and appurtenances thereunto belonging .. " 
there is no specific mention of any buildings or mill on any of the four parcels. 
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Thomas Tilton died in 1801. His will left everything to his son Reuben ( other 
than a small legacy to his granddaughter). There is, however, no specific mention in his 
will of a mill. (I./532) 

Reuben Tilton undoubtedly owned a grist mill on the New Mill River. There is a 
reference to " ... Reuben Tilton's mill pond ... " in an 1818 deed (Bk.28, p.303) and to " ... my 
grist mill. .. " in 1823 (Bk.21, p.424). One can speculate that given the production of 30 
bushels of grain in 1771, he could, with the needs of neighbors justify the construction 
sometime shortly after 1771, probably early in the forty-seven year period between 1771 
and 1818, but nothing has been found to give a more accurate date. 

The Census of 1800 lists the Reuben Tilton household as being comprised of two 
males 26-45, two males over 45, one female 10-16 two females 26-45 and two females 
over 45. He is not listed in any subsequent census of Dukes County. 

In May of 1825 Reuben sold what appeared a substantial part of his real estate 
(170 A.) to Samuel Tilton, junor, "mariner" (Bk.23, p.166), subject to a mortgage to 
Huldah Coffin (Bk.21, p.424 ). Although the mill is not specifically mentioned in either 
deed, when Samuel Tilton died in 1851, a grist mill valued at $3 0 was included in the 
inventory of his estate. ( 1./1028) The real estate was sold at public auction ( see ad 
Vineyard Gazette, Oct. 24, 1851) in November to Warren M. Tilton (Bk.35, p.516). Since 
the mill was specifically included in Samuel Tilton's estate, it was probably still in 
existence, but whether it was operated during his lifetime is not known. It is unlikely that 
Warren M. Tilton ran the grist mill. 

What became of Reuben Tilton is not known. The last reference found was in 
May of 1826 when he bought 1 acre of land from Belcher Athern. There is no record of his 
death in Chilmark and no probate of his estate in Dukes County. There is a note in the 
records of the Martha's Vineyard Historical Society that his son Thomas removed to 
Farmington, Maine in 1826, and Reuben now 91 may have gone with them. 

Notes taken January 2001 at various places 

Barber. 1841, p. 148: Iron ore delivered at the sound $2/ton 

p. 151 Chilmark, 6,470 sheep including 1,600 merinos. Average weight of 
fleece 2 lb. value ofwool produced S5,180 
Population 699 

p. 153 All grinding of corn in Edgartown done by windmills, there being no 
waterpower. Salt made to a considerable extent. 
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Water raised by pumps run by windmills and led along troughs 
To fill cisterns or vats which are filled to a depth of 3"-4" 
Dried by sun. Domestic manufacure of wool in Edgartown 
Considerable. Flannel blankets and many thousand pairs 
of stockings, mittens and caps or wigs made and sold annually. 
Map shows three towns in 1839. 

The Diary of Samuel Sewall ( 167 4-1729) 
Edited by M. Halsey Thomas; Farrar, Straus & Giroux - New York 1973 

p. 464: Vineyard Trip: Mon. Apr. 6, 1702-Thur, Apr. 9. 1702 
p. 550: Vineyard Trip Sept. 2, 1706-Sept.9, 1706 
p. 749: Vineyard Trip Apr. 5, 1714-Apr. 12, 1714 

Intelligencer Aug, 1985, p.25-35 "Stepping Stones" were downstream from the mill in 
1809 was bought by David Look. Later bought by Capt. Henry Cleveland 
- made Satinet. It was deserted for some time and later opened in summers 
by Barbara Look and the Strater girls, and later still by Alice Mathewson 
who had a tea room. (Not much info, but several old maps.) 

May, 1970 p. 157 Old, poor quality photo of Edgartown windmill -no date 

Feb. 1988 p. 120 The Day the Dam Broke. Mr. Crocker's dam gave wayOver at 
Middletown. ' · 

Feb. 1989 p.94 Map of Edgartown. Relate to windmill May 1970 

Aug. 1990 p. 14 Benjamin Skiff built a fulling mill on Fulling Mill Brook 
Remains of dam can be seen along the brook, 
DeCrevecour's 1783 map. DeBarres' map of 1776 of Gay Head & 
Chilmark - (Atlantic Neptune) windmill shown in Menemsha area 

Nov. 1990 p. 90 Reference to white clay being sold. 

Feb. 1991 p. II 7 Ref. Edgartown shoe factory established two year. 

Nov. 1966 p.29 Wm. Butler was a tanner same as father & grandfather From 
1792 Diary 

May 1967 p.99 Ref. To child drowning in tanfat in West Tisbury 1792 
p. 100 employed getting bark 
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See Vineyard Magazine V.1, #4 

Diary of Rev. William Homes of Chilmark 
Aug. 30,1724 Jabez Athern received into the church. 

July 9, 1737 The night after it we had excessive rains which raised the Rivers 
upon the island to such a degree that the dams of the water mills were 
carried away by them and the mowing ground near the river was very 
much damaged, to the great loss of several of the inhabitants. 

M.V.H.S. Library card catalog check: Iron, Industries, Saltworks, Tan, Tannery Bog. 
Daggett, Seth: Invoice and sales book 1808-1816 - 656.3 F15.24 Intelligencer 
Aug. 1983 Edgartown & Eliz. Isd. Bits & Pieces, also Saltworks in Homes 
Hole. 
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Notes taken at "Ancient Mills and Waterways of Martha's Vineyard" 
(A talk given at Brookside Farm, Chilmark on August 14, 2000 by Dr. Mitch 
Mulholland, professor of archaeology at U Mass Amherst 

Although many historical maps of MV show mills, none show any saw mills. M. 
believes there were some, however. 

M. thought that the streams were larger at the time the mills were in operation. 

The Garden Club mill was first a grist mill then a carding mill and finally a satinett 
mill. He referred to it as the Cottle, Look, Satinett mill 1700-1874. 

The oldest mill was the Church mill which operated until about 1870. This is the mill 
operated by the Look family. The tail race is clearly visible. 

The mill upstream on the Tiasquam and across the road from Brook side (Reuben) 
started in 1730. 

The millstone at the Preister Pond mill lies in the brook bed below the dam. It was in 
operation 1792-1870. 

A map dated 1795 shows "a small waterwheel on the Blackwater Brook. M. observed 
the tail race, (not clear if it was upstream or below the Lamberts Cove Road.) 

There was a large tannery on the Blackwater. Big stone slabs and a tail race visible. 

The Grist Mill in the Fulling Mill Brook operated 1702-1850. (Dates may have 
referred to the fulling mill. The wheel is there. (I think he meant the millstone.) 

The Paint Mill specialized in red and yellow pigments used to make painted rugs 
which were fashionable in the period. Buildings gone or converted to other uses. 
There were a couple of mill upstream on the brook. 

In 1890 the Kaolin Brick Works were located a Makonikey. The made yellow kaolin 
fire bricks which were used at the Makonikey Hotel. The plan was to use lignite peat 
to fire the kiln, but it did not produce enough heat, and the company closed. 
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On the Mill Brook was the Ezra Athern grist mill which was purchased by Dr. Fisher 
in 1840 (and was rebuilt I believe) Fisher also bought the rights to five other dams on 
MV. -· . . 

The Brick Works operated from 1840 to 1870's. M. suggested that bricks had been 
made there as early as 1650, but said that there was no firm evidence of that. He 
mentioned the existence of grist mills upstream on the Roaring Brook. 

M. said that the mills were used to grind a variety of materials including corn, wheat 
and even limestone. (It wasn't clear if he was referring to the Roaring Brook mills or 
was making a general statement regarding MV mills.) 

After the talk, M. confirmed my belief that there were two mills on Smith Brook. 

Molly and I also met Granville and Lynne White who bought the 63A. across the road 
including the Reuben Tilton mill site. The property also includes the original Tilton 
house which is still in its near original configuration. They appear to be quite 
interested in the mill site and in going over the site with M. 

Reference in the hand out at the party referred to the article in the Gazette in July 
1927 "Tiasquam River Mills" (July 9, 1929: Slim waters of the Tiasquin once turned 
six mills.) This is probably the one reprinted in the Gazette on p. 10 of the 6/9/00 
lSSUe. 
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Mill right-New Mill River 

V.I, p. 204 

Matthew Mayhew to Wm. Tilton, Yeoman 
Feb. 14, 1696 (entered July 3,1707) 

Land in Chilmark northward from brook called the new Mill River containing land as 
bounded Eastward by a line drawn parallel with the bound line of land late in the ? of 
Richard Elingham now of James Allen, Esq. at the distance of forty pols or rods from 
said line or boundary and is to be in the same breadth from said brook until it be 
extended and come to the westernmost part of a field enclosed b ? said brook being 
the boundary ? said line and extension of said field by said brook, also one share 
of right in common in said town (No mention of mill rights.) 

V.2 p.230 

William Tilton to John Tilton 
December 6, 1708 

... land northward of a brook called new mill river containing one half of all that 
tract which William Tilton bought from Matthew Mayhew on February 24, 1696 
(1/204) being the west or northerly end of said purchase ... bounded at the southeast or 
easterly end by a straight line drawn across the middle of said purchase of land also 
the one half of one share or right in common in said town to have and to hold said 
land and right of common ....... . 

Matthew Mayhew to Capt. Benjamin Skiff: Aug. 30, 1696; V. 1, p. 125 (Rights) 

V.1,p. 125 

Matthew Mayhew to Capt. Benjamin Skiff 
August 30, 1696 ( entered Sept. 18, 1696) 

COPIED 

Know all men by these presents that whereas Matthew Mayhew of Edgartown on 
Martha's Vineyard is possessed in his own right of certain lands by a stream in the 
town of Chilmark on Martha's Vineyard as likewise of said stream or river commonly 
called the new mill river Know ye the said Matth. Mayhew in consideration of the 
sum Of twenty shillings to him paid by Capt. Benjamin Skiff for divers good __ 
him __ , hath given and granted __ by these presents doth grant convey and 
confirm to the said Capt. Benjamin Skiff the use liberty and sole improvement of said 
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stream or river to the intent when he or his heirs or assigns shall judge the same to be 
advantageous or to be profitable to use and improve the same for driving one or 
more mills of any sort and doth further by these presents give and grant free liberty 
and power to the said Benjamin Skiff his heirs and assigns for ever to make one or 
more trenches or other conveighances to the stream and for diverting the usual course 
of said stream through any of the lands of him the said Matthew Mayhew always 
provided it be not greatly prejudicial to the interest of such as improve of shall 
improve the adjacent lands for pastures, com, or meadows respecting the same only 
and not respecting any who may pretend any other use or for said stream or brook. In 
witness whereof said Matthew Mayhew hath to these presents subscribed and put to 
his seal this one and thirtieth day of August etu. Dom: one thousand six hundred 
ninety and six. 

V. 2, p. 134 

Benjamin Skiff, Esq. to William & John Tilton 
March 2, 1702 

COPIED 

Know all men by these presents that whereas I, Benjamin Skiff Esq. Of the Town of 
Chilmark on Marthas Vineyard having obtained a grant of Maj?_ Matthew Mayhew 
of Edgartown, of a Stream or River in Chilmark called the new mill River; as may 
appear by a deed under his hand, bearing date the thirtieth day of August anno: Dom 
one thousand Six hundred Ninety and Six Do by virtue hereof give and grant full and 
free liberty unto William Tilton and John Tilton of said Chilmark to build and set up 
a grist mill on said stream and to maintain the same to them and their heirs for ever 
without any loss or hindrance from me the said Benjamin Skiff or from any person or 
persons from by or under me giving them the said William and John Tilton such 
liberty for trenching or turning the water for the convenience of the said mill as if 
myself might do by virtue of said deed always provided that they shall not improve 
the said Stream to the use of any other mill whatever and in witness and Confirmation 
hereof I have hereunto subscribed with my hand and put to my seal this second day of 
March and in the year of our lord one thousand seven hundred and two. 

John Tilton3 acquired land on the north side of the New Mill River referred to in later 
deeds to his children as the "mill lot" from his brother William in 1708 (2/230). This 
deed, however, and a 1696 deed from Matthew Mayhew to William Tilton (1/204) 
make no mention of it being the "mill lot". Shortly before his death in 1759, John 
Tilton3 divided what he then described as "the mill lot" into four and separate lots and 
transferred them to: (from west to east) Samuel4 (1723-1778), Joseph4 (1710-1796), 
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John Jr.4 (1705-1783). and Thomas4. (1702-1801). - (see V.9, p.3, 1,2 and 19 
respectively) 

Banks lists his wife Abigail, and three children who at that time were Jamima 
26, married to Silas Cottle, Thomas 24, unmarried and Asa 21 also unmarried. 
According to Banks, Thomas married Fear Hawkes on Oct. 24, 1805 and Asa married 
Sarah Smith on Mar. 19, 1801. Notes at MVHS indicate that Thomas removed to 
Farmington, Maine in 1826. Reuben may have also gone to Maine with Thomas and 
died there. Banks reports that Reuben was a "deacon of the church", a reference 
supported in V.22, p.488 (May 29, 1826). Banks also states, but incorrectly, that 
Reuben Tilton died before 1810. The last reference to Reuben Tilton is in the above 
mentioned 1826 deed for an acre of land in Chilmark. 

V.28, p.303 dated 1818 mentions Reuben Tilton's mill pond. 

V.21, p.424 dated 1823 states my grist mill..." (Reuben's) 

V.22, p.488 dated 1826 Reuben referred to as Deacon 

V.22, p.488; 5/29/1826 (7/12/1826): Belcher Athern, yeoman to Deacon Reuben 
Tilton, yeoman, IA 
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Mills on the Paint Mill Brook 

In 1766 Silas Tilton, a cordwainer, purchased from Samuel Allen eight acres on 
the North Shore abutting an unnamed river and pond on the west side of the property. 
In the same deed he also acquired the "privilege of building a mill on said river", all 
for thirteen pounds eight shillings. Three years later he bought an adjoining twenty
one acres for thirty four pounds thirteen shillings, but there is no indication that a mill 
had been built. According to the 1771 Massachusetts Tax Valuation List, Silas Tilton 
had "one house and shops adjoining, annual worth of the whole real estate of £1 :15:0, 
2-cattle, 26-goats and sheep, 2-swine, SA. of pasture, 1-cow the pasture will keep, but 
again, no mill. 

As was his stated intention Silas Tilton did build a grist mill, but there is no 
evidence to indicate when it was completed. It would seem reasonable to assume that 
it was in operation during the 1770s and 1780s. In 1791 he sold the properly including 
the grist mill to Vinal Skiff. 

Skiff was referred to by Banks as a land surveyor, but if correct, he, like most 
Chilmark residents of that era, probably engaged in a number of activities. When he 
purchased the grist mill, he was referred to as a "weaver", a profession confirmed in 
1829 when he willed his "looms and all weaving tackle" to his son Stephen. 

In addition to the looms, Stephen also inherited the grist mill, and probably 
operated the mill. In 1845 he sold the land "with dwelling house, barn, grist mill and 
other outbuildings" to Charles Smith, who in tum sold the property in 1862 to 
Jeremiah Stewart. In the latter transaction there was no mention of the grist mill and 
was probably a speculative purchase since several deeds refer to him as a "mariner". 

Although Stephen Skiff may have run the mill at some during the sixteen years 
following his father's death, it seems less likely that operations were continued by 
Charles Smith, referred to as a "gentleman" living in Edgartown. Smith probably 
acquired the property as an investment, as he had with other properties elsewhere on 
the island. The subsequent sale was in 1862 to Jeremiah Stewart, referred to as a 
"mariner". His purchase was probably a speculative one. 

In 1864 Franklin King, a merchant living in Dorchester, began purchasing land 
adjacent to the same stream on the North Shore of Chilmark. He acquired the former 
Skiff mill site as well as water rights to the stream from Stewart. He also bought 
neighboring land as well as certain mineral rights on a near-by farm owned by John 
Tilton. As indicated in the various deeds it was King's intent to build a facility to 
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make "paint and brick kiln paint". The last of these purchases was made on May 
29, 1866, and a few days later he transferred these properties to E. & F. 
King & Co., a partnership with Joseph W. Colburn of Boston. 

It is not clear from the deeds whether the original intent in acquiring the water 
rights was to power the mill or to use the water for the processing of the raw 
materials, but the question became moot when the following article appeared in the 
September 27, 1867 Vineyard Gazette. 

"On the north side of town is an establishment for manufacturing clay of 
diverse colors for paint. About a year and a half ago, this establishment was 
destroyed by fire; but has since been rebuilt on a more extended scale. 
It is operated by steam power and makes from six to eight tons of paint per 
day ... The paint mill is situated about two miles eastward of the brick yard, and 
has a wharf for the accommodation of its business." 

The few other references to the Paint Mill found in the Vineyard Gazette are 
summarized below: 

November 15, 1872; A vessel at the Paint Factory wharf, Chilmark, took in cargo of 
1000 barrels of paint last week. She grounded and remained in that condition 
through one full tide, but finally succeeded in getting afloat without sustaining 
much damage. 

November 21, 1884:Messrs. R.R. and F. H. Reed (Rodney Richmond and his son 
Francis Henry) had dug and delivered to the paint factory during the season just 
closed about 150 tons of paint material, nearly half of which had been ground 
by Mr. N.T. Norton (Nahum T.) for the proprietors Messrs. E. & F. King & Co. 
(At the time, Francis Henry was 35. - see article in Nov. 1924 "The Vineyard 
Magazine".) 

It is unclear exactly when operations at the mill ceased. The company 
purchased a parcel of land on "Tea Land Cross Road" in 1888, suggesting that there 
was still some activity at that til):l.e. However, according to Nason's Gazetteer of the 
State of Massachusetts, ip 1855 ," ... the principal business (in Chilmark) besides 
farming is whaling, fish-trapping and brick making." There is no mention of the 
mining of clay or the manufacture of paint, suggesting that if the factory was still 
operating, it was doing so in a relatively small scale:. 

C!!... <0- ol Ct ~., 
c:_,j 
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By 1897 Joseph W. Colburn had died and Franklin King, the surviving partner 
with the executors of the Colburn Estate sold the properly to Everett Allen Davis on 
November 23, 1897. 

9/14/03 

V.31, p.516 dated 1851 refers to the" ... dwelling house of Samuel Tilton 
deceased and Warren M Tilton and Hannah Tilton ... " This must be the Reuben Tilton 
house, since he sold all his property to Samuel Tilton in 1825 (V23, p. 166) and 
Warren M. Tilton bought that property from the estate of Samuel Tilton in 1851 
(V.31, p.516) 

Warren M. Tilton (Banks #357) b. Nov. 9, 1798, d. Oct. 5, 1879 unmarried 
Not shown on the Tax Valuation List of 1771 

References to Reuben Tilton's Mill or Mill Pond: 

Mar. 3, 1759: V.9, p. 1, et seq. "the mill lott" 

Aug 31, 1818, V.28, p.303 "fence running into Reuben Tilton's mill pond" 

Sep. 8, 1823 V.21, p.424: ... "stones ... standing on the margin of a brook near my 
(Reuben's) grist mill..." 

Sep. 15, 1823; V.21, p.427: "near a brook runneth to the mill of the said Reuben 
Tilton" 

May 31, 1825: V.23, p. 166 " ... to the water ofmy (Reuben's) mill pond water .. ," 

Apr.4, 1851 V.37 p.5 5 3 "mill pond belonging to the heirs of Samuel Tilton, 
deceased" 

December 29, 1857 V.38, p.82 .beginning at a corner of the county road near where a 
mill stood ... " 

J ernegan Mill - Edgartown 
Banks, V.1 U, p. 383 

1711 Samuel Osborn, Jr. born 

1728 William Jernegan born (VG 9/20/1929 says 1738 probably wrong) 
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1733 Mary Osborn born (dau. Samuel Jr.) 

1749/50 Wm. Jernigan/ Mary Osborn marry Feb. 8 

1753 Samuel Osborn, Jr. died (after Oct.8) 

1794 Mary Osborn Jernegan dies Feb. 2 

1794 Wm. Jernegan marries Mrs. Eunice (Coffin) Coffin Sept. 28 

1795 Richard Whelden Jernegan born Sept. 18 

1815 Richard W. Jernegan marries Lydia Marchant Vincent Nov.23 

1817 Wm. Jernegan dies July 26, Will probated Sept 5 

1869 Richard J ernegan dies as a result of a fall in the mill. 

V.G. Sept. 20, 1929 1775 Mill owned by Samuel Osborn, Jr. (this date probably 
should be 17 49) 

1775 William Jernegan purchases part of Mill from his father-in law, S. 0., Jr. 
(this date probably should be 1753-?) 

181 7 William J ernegan dies leaves mill to son Richard 

1869 Richard J ernegan dies as a result of a fall in the mill. 

1870 Mill torn down (VG 9/3/29) Was located a few rods back of the former 
North schoolhouse now (1929) the Carol Apartments 

According to Hine (p.27) there were four windmills for grinding corn in Edgartown, 
one of them on Chappaquiddick. 

According to Mayhew (p. 151) the millstones from the Jernegan Mill were used as 
doorsteps at the Squire (Thomas) Cook House at the Historical Society. (There are 
now two millstones on the grounds, but they are no longer used as doorsteps.) 
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Diameter 
Thickness 
Hole Diameter 
Keyway 
Note: 

Material: Probably granite 

Deed Reference: 

Grooved Stone 

33" 
9" 
4" 

Smooth Stone 

33" 
Est. 9" 
Est. 4"-4½" 
4½ - 6½" 
Cut-off shaft 
In stone 

Apr. 9, 1850; V.33, p.521 Chase Pease, yeoman to Leavitt Thaxter I/10th undivided 
part of land and 1/lOth part of the grist mill formerly standing thereon in Edgartown. 
(This is probably not the Jernegan mill since his mill was tom down in about 1870.) 

See also V.41, p.231 
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Nye's Paint Shop (1843 - 1858) 
The first known building at this location was Nye's paint shop, probably constructed 
shortly after the property was bought in 1843. 
Nye was born in Falmouth, the son of Francis Nye and Phebe Cushing. In June 1844, 
less than a year after buying this property, he married Mary P. Downs (1827 - 1891), 
the daughter of Capt. Charles Downs, and the granddaughter of neighbor William 
Downs, who had died the previous October. In 1850 the young couple was living with 
Mary's parents. 
By about 1850 Nye had also become the proprietor and two-thirds owner of a paint 
and grist mill on the north shore of Chilmark. According to an article in Issue #5 
(1924-25) of The Vineyard Magazine, *The mill ground paint is oil; the paint being 
colored clay, dug from nearby hills.* Historian Charles Banks noted that "The highest 
annual production while it was in operation was about 46,000 pounds, valued at 
$5000. 
Francis' brother, painter Hiram Nye (1§..ll.::1898) followed his brother to the island 
between about 1846 and 1850 and byQ 851)1e had become an equal partner and co
owner ofthe shop. He was married to Safah __ (1823) ofFalmouth. 
In August 18,AJ, catastrophe struck the Nye family. 

;:;~ 
r i-- ;-- '! 

_.,....-------~( :-: ;;,.~. j 

The Aug. 1,; 1831 Vineyard Gazette reported the tragedy that occurred in 
the paint store; "One of the severest thunder storms within our remembrance, 
passed over the Vineyard on Tuesday forenoon last, by which two valuable 
lives were lost, add three or four persons injured. At Holmes Hole, 
Mr. Francis Nye. Jr., and Mrs. Elwina Norris, widow of Capt. Howes Norris,, 
were instantly killed. Mr. Nye was in the cellar of his paint shop, on the Main 
street. The fluid entered near the building from the roof, striking the chimney, 
which it shattered, passed below, breaking out the window, and rendered the 
shop a complete wreck. A portion at the fluid descended to the cellar, instantly 
depriving Mr. Nye of life. It struck him on the head and shoulder, and passed of 
by the hip and feet. The skin was peeled off and the flesh badly burned. Mr. N's 
shoe was cut directly in two, lengthwise, Mr. Nye was a business man of 
excellent character, and his loss is greatly to be deplored. He leaves a wife and 
one child. There were 2 other persons in the building at the time, one of whom 
was rendered senseless - the other had an arm paralyzed. They are 
convalescent." 

Nye's estate included 1/64 part of the whaling ship Ocmulgee a Holmes Hole whaler 
which later gained infamy as the first northern whaler sunk by the Confederate 
warship Alabama, as well as a 1/16 part of the home-town whaling bark(s?) Malta and 
Cutfelt. His half-interest in the paint shop was valued at $375, but his stock is trade, 
including window glass, varnishes, and an astonishing variety of colored paints, was 
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valued at nearly $4000. In November 1852, Francis' widow Mary sold the paint shop 
property to Hiram for $350 (William Case Manter bought the paint mill property in 
Chilmark and established a grist mill and general store there.) 

Vineyard Gazette 
June 24, 1847 

MOUNT PROSPECT PAINT MILL -We are pleased to announce that Messrs. H & 
F. Nye. of Holmes Hole, have recently erected and put in operation at the "Roaring 
Brook" in Chilmark a Paint Mill. They grind Paints of all kinds, in oil and water 
colors, in the best possible manner, and dispose of them on as reasonable terms as 
they can be obtained anywhere. All orders left at their store at Holmes Hole will be 
promptly attended to. They also have for sale, oils, glass, paper-hangings, and all 
other articles in the line. The Messrs. Nye are gentlemen of enterprise and public 
spirit; and we hope that all those on the Island who deal in the articles they 
manufacture will bestow their patronage on them. Let as help one another and those 
among us who are willing to help and be helped, should at once emigrate to-Oregon. 

Deed Reference: 
Apr. 9, 1850; V.33, p.521 Chase Pease, yeoman to Leavitt Thaxter 1110th undivided 
part of land and I/10th part of the grist mill formerly standing thereon in Edgartown. 
(This is probably not the Jernegan mill since his mill was torn down in about 1870.) 

See also V.41, p.231 
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From Mill Summaries: 

John Hillman Mill (Roaring Br.) 

Banks (p.68) a grist mill was built on Roaring Brook Gust below Prospect Br.-Chil. 
M. P #M3 c. 1730 probably by John Hillman (12) before 1728 and was operated after 
his death (1728) by his widow (Ruth Cottle d. 1760) and her brother in law, Benjamin 
Hillman ( 13) (Deeds VII, 224). 

Banks V.III p 195, 196,198 Benjamin Hillman removed to Dartmouth 1729, but 
returned to Chilmark in 1745. John Sr.'s estate administered by his widow and divided 
in 1743. Tax Valuation list of 1771 show John Hillman (Jr.) as mill owner. He 
removed to Williamstown 1782 d. 1784 

A new mill was established on this site by Francis W. Nye in 1849. Mill still standing 
(-1910) but not in operation. Stereo 

Chil. M. P. Stereo photo at MVHS. (see below) 

John Hillman Mill (Roaring Br.) 

Banks (II, C.,p.68) a grist mill was built on Roaring Brook Gust below Prospect Br.
Chi!. M. P #M3 c. 1730.). probably by John Hillman·(#12) before 1728 and was 
operated after his death (1728) by his widow (Ruth Cottle d. 1760) and her brother in 
law, Benjamin Hillman (#13) (Deeds VII, 224). 

Banks (III pl95,196,198) Benjamin Hillman removed to Dartmouth 1729, but returned 
to Chilmark. d. 1745. John(#12) Hillman's estate administered by his widow in 1728 
was divided in 1743. Tax Valuation list of 1771 shows John Hillman (#35), b.-1722 
as owning .25 mill. He removed to Williamstown sometime after 1782; d. 1784 

A new mill was established on this site by Francis W. Nye in 1849. Mill still standing 
(-1910) but not in operation. Stereo 

Chil. M.P. Stereo photo at MVHS. (see below) 
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Mayhew-Nye-Manter Grist Mill (Roaring Brook) 

Chil M.P. M6 Location at M3 Rebuilt 1849 by Francis Nye. (see above) Later run by 
"Uncle Billy" Manter & "Aunt Rebecca" who kept a store. 

Chilmark Census Records: William C. Manter 

In 1850 shown as 55 (sic) a paint grinder 

In 1860 shown as a miller 

In 1870 shown as a miller 

Comment by Railton 6/1/05 

The 1850 Census does not list any paint mill, although one Chilmark man's 
occupation is given as "Paint Grinder." He is William C. Manter, 35 years old, 
unmarried and living with Isaiah and Maria Hillman, whose daughter, Rebecca, he 
married five years later. 

Hillman Mill on Roaring Brook 

According to Mayhew (Martha's Vineyard, A Short History and Guide, p. 118) 
"A grist mill was built on it (Roaring Brook) by John Hillman shortly after he became 
a resident of Chilmark and rebuilt by the Nyes in 1849." The description of John 
Hillman in Banks (V.II, C. p.30-31) is vague about the year he took up residence in 
Chilmark and suggests it was between 169 8 and 1711. His date of death is not known. 
Banks (II, C. p.68) states that John Hillman (12) 1787-1728, built a grist mill on 
Roaring Brook before 1728. It was operated by his wife (Ruth Cottle) and her brother
in-law Benjamin Hillman (13) see deeds VII/224 -copied. 

According to the Banks genealogy, John Hillman, (Jr.) was born in about 1687 
and died in 1728. His son John Hillman (III) was born about 1722. Banks indicates 
that the latter removed to Williamsburg, Mass. sometime after 1782. The 1771 Tax 
Valuation List shows a John Hillman owning .25 mill in Chilmark. This Hillman was 
in all probability John Hillman, III. No John Hillman is shown in the 1798 Census. 
The only Hillmans listed in Chilmark are: Samuel, Abigail, Ezra, Silas, Robert, Urial, 
& James's heirs. 
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With respect to the Nyes, a John Nye is listed in the 1798 Cansus. An 
announcement in the Gazette of June 24, 1847 states that H.(iram) & F.(rancis) Nye 
erected the Mount Prospect Paint Mill on "Roaring Brook". A later ad (June 6, 1851) 
for paints, oils, etc. by Francis Nye alone suggests that Hiram was no longer involved. 

Hine (Martha's Vineyard - 1908, p. 162) states that the old grist mill built in 
1849 by Francis Nye is located at Roaring Brook on the site of an earlier mill and that 
it ran as late as April 1906, but not commercially. Mill was also used to grind paint 
and clay for soap makers, (photograph suggests building was well up the hill, since no 
high ground can be seen in the background. 

Things to Check: 

Probate: John(2)Hillman d.1728 see also 1743 for divison (I/77), 

2-39 Admin., 3-153 Division, 4-82 Assign. Dower 

Richard(2) Hillman d. 1743 (I/153) 3-142 Admin., 3-152 Inventory 

Johnathan(2) Hillman d. 1778 (I/365)6-154,(I/677) 12-125 

David(2) Hillman d. 1785 (I/443) 7-151 Will 

Benjamin Hillman d. 1748 (I/161); 3-207 Inventory, 3-217 Div'n (copied) 
1784(1/431) 

Deeds: John Hillman Grantee from 1680 to 1771 

John Hillman Grantor from 1771 to 1800 

John Nye Grantee from 1771 to 185 0 (he is in 179 8 census) 

Other Nyes grantee from 1771 to 1850 

Francis Nye grantee 1771-1851 (name in 1851 ad) 

Hiram Nye grantee 1771-184 7 
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Check Deeds VII, 224 

3/10/2003 

Conversation with Elise & Robert Elliston and Ebba Hierta on 3/23/03. The Ellistons 
have a copy of a lease of the site for a mill for grinding corn, paint and other products 
dated 1848 (no day shown) from Alpheus Packard to H.& F. Nye. Lease was for 12 
years at a rate of $8 per year unless paclard disposed of the property, whereupon the 
annual lease rate would go to $15 per year. Packard's mother was a Tilton(?). 

The Ellistons have a little "Shaker Almanac" dated 1886 with an ad on the back "Wm. 
C. Manter dealer in groceries and provisions". 

Rebecca Manter was living in the Cagney house in 1906. She was moved, against her 
will to Vineyard Haven later that year. 

James Austin owns the first house on the right side of the Prospect Hill Road leaving 
the Elliston. He is a geophysicist whose hobby is glaciers 

Basil has some material on the Manters, and perhaps the mills. Coco says he knows a 
lot about mills. 

I looked up Francis Nye's estate in probate today. He died intestate. Hiram, (I'm 
assuming his brother, but not actually sure) was the administrator. The inventory lists 
Francis as 2/3 owner of the Chilmark Mill and 1/2 owner of the paint store in Holmes 
Hole. Hiram bought Francis's property in Holmes Hole from widow Mary for $350 in 
1852, but that's as far as things went There was no final accounting in the probate 
files, no more mention of what happened to the mill. 

Also in later in 1852, Hiram bought another property in Holmes Hole as well as a pew 
in a church - indication that perhaps he moved there for a spell. A child was born to 
him in Tisbury in 1852, but vitals listed his residence at the time as Falmouth. 

Ebba 3/28/2003 
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Bassett Mill 

William Bassett (1702-1780) a blacksmith by trade came from a long line of 
metalworkers. According to Banks (V.III, C, p.30), his father, Nathan (1666/7--1742) was 
also a blacksmith in Chilmark, having moved from Falmouth in about 1694. William lived 
near the headwaters of the Fulling Mill Brook where he had a millpond in 1768 (V. 10, p. 
22S). The use of a mill at that location is not known, but the 1771 Tax Valuation List 
shows "tanhouse" in the assets of both Jonathan and Silas Bassett, and the mill may have 
been a tanbark mill. It seems unlikely that he would have built a mill to grind grain or 
finish wool, there being other facilities in the area to satisfy these needs. The Bassett mill 
probably was not used after William's death in 1782?, and by 1798 the operators of the 
tanfatt (Jonathan and Silas) had moved out of town. The property was inherited by his 
daughter Catherine and deed references from 1811 and 1814 mention bounds as an "old 
mill dam", the terminology suggesting a long-abandoned facility. 

Bassett Genealogy (from Banks) 

Nathan Bassett 1666/7-1742 Blacksmith (#25) 

Samuel 1693-1770 Blacksmith (#31) 

Cornelius (#51) 
Samuel 1749-? to NY after 1791 (#91) 
Ebenezer 1752-? To NY in 1799 (#92) 
John 1753-? To NY before 1800 (#93) 

Rev. Nathan 1700/01-173 8. Moved to Charleston SC in 1724 ( #3 5) 

William 1702-1783 Blacksmith (#36) 
Nathaniel 1727-1804 Lawyer (#70) 

Nathaniel 1789-? (#110) 
Katherine 1794- after 1850 (#111) 

Nathan 1735-? Moved to FL before 1798 (#73) 
Mayhew 1777- (#130) 
Francis 1779- (#131) 
Nathan 1785- (#133) 
William 1788- (#134 
Ira 1788- (#135) 
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Fortunatus 1742- (#75) 
William 1772- (#150) 
Fortunatus 1775- (#151) 
Cornelius 1778- (#152) 

John 1706-1791 Blacksmith (#38) 

Jonathan 1741- (#82) 

Joseph 17 4 3-1826 moved to Goshen, MA before 1800 ( #83) 
John 1786- (#161) 
Joseph 1788-(#162) 
Silas 1790- (#163) 
Mayhew 1798- (#164) 

Silas 1746-1834 moved to Chesterfield, MA 1774 then Goshen, MA (#84) 
Benjamin 1752-1830 soldier, selectman, judge. To Cincinnati 1814 (#85) 
M.V. Historical Society February 2003 

Box 134B oversize: Letter from John Trumbal to Beriah Tilton re CLAY. 

Box 134B oversize: Jonathan Bassett, Jr. Correspondence w/ Beriah Tilton, Jr. 

1815 Box 26: An account of Mary Bassett 1673-1743 (wife ofNathan #25) 
dated Nov. 16, 1728. Primarily of a religious nature. No mention of mills or 
related subjects. 

Box 25, env. 17, 974,42: William Bassett court record Feb. 28 1734/35 
Obligation of Thomas Mayhew to William Bassett (not in Box 25 - env. 11 ?) 

Boxls sep. env. William Bassett Land assignment with Wm. Mayhew 1735 

Letter Wm. Stewart & Nath'l Bassett re oxen breaking down stone wall and 
damaging corn, etc. 
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1771 Tax Valuation List - Chilmark: 

#0139 Samuel Basssett: 1 horse, 40 goats & sheep, 1 swine (Banks #91) 

#0241 Nathaniel Bassett: 1 cattle, 40 goats & sheep, 46.5A, pasture, 4A. Tillage, 44 
bu. corn per yr. etc. No blacksmith data. (Banks #70) 

#0256 Nathan Bassett: 0.50 houses & shops adjoining. No R.E. ( Banks #73? see below) 

#0257 Jonathan Bassett tanhouse, 1 horse, 1 cattle, 4A. tillage, 10 bu. Grain/yr. 
(Banks #82 #0258 Joseph Bassett: No data (Banks #83) 

#0259 Silas Bassett tanhouse, 1 oxen Removed 1774 (Banks #84) 

1790 Census Data - Chilmark 

Family Head FWM>16 FWM<16 FWF Age 

Bassett, Jn 1 4 2 
Bassett, John 2 2 
Bassett, Nathan'! Jn 1 6 2 
Bassett, Nathan 4 3 Banks #73 52 
Bassett, Benjamin 1 1 6 Banks #85 38 
Bassett, Nathaniel 1 1 1 Banks# 70 63 
Bassett, Jn 1 3 2 
Bassett, Ebenezer 1 4 2 Banks#92 38 
Bassett, Lydia 1 3 Wid. Cornelius 44 
Bassett Samuel 1 2 4 Banks #91 41 
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1798 Valuation List - Chilmark ( only 3 Bassetts listed) 

Samuel Bassett: 1 cow. Nothing suggests blacksmith (Banks #91 age 49) 

Nathan Bassett or Nathan'l.: record not legible, probably Nathan'l (Banks #70 
age 71 Data indicates farmer: 4 oxen, 4 cows, 3 yearlings, 1 horse, 40 
sheep 2 swine, Dwelling, barn, crib, 8A. upland mowing,40A. pasture 
etc. Nothing suggests blacksmith. Banks lists another distant relative 
Nathan 1738-1792 who came to C. about 1763, but he wouldn't have 
acquired this much property, (not #73 who had gone to NY) 

Joseph Bassett: no data (Banks #83 age 55) 

The First Athern Mill 

The first Athern mill on the Mill Brook ("old Mill River/Brook") was probably build 
by Jabez Athern ( 1678-17 61) on land inherited from his father Simon Athern who 
died in 1714 or 1715. According to probate records (Probate I, 50) quoted in Banks 
(II, W. Tisbury, p.27) his assets included neither reference to a mill, nor to any items 
associated with a mill. The first mention of a mill appears in "Records of the Town of 
Tisbury" (Swift & Cleveland p. 113), when at a town meeting held on March 25, 1743 
it was ordered that a pound be built at the " ... Easterly Corner of Jabez Atherns 
Enclosure by his mill..." According to Bramhall ("Seven Gates Farm ... ") the dam was 
probably located "just west of the present (1988) Camman house ... "and slightly west 
of the mill dam built by Dr. Fisher. Of the Athern mill, Banks writes," ... the brook 
shows the remains of an old dam, and the grist mill of Ezra Athern ( 1713-1801) is 
mentioned in 1792". 
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Dec. 13, 1766 Silas Tilton purchases 8A. and the right to build a mill from Samuel 
Allen. 

1769-1781 Additional land purchases by Silas Tilton. 

April 14, 1791 Vinal Skiff purchases from Silas Tilton in two deeds 94A. ofland and 
buildings including a mill and the right to improve the stream for the purpose of 
running the mill. 

April 19, 1829 Vinal Skiff dies, willing his grist mill to his son Stephen 

December 27, 1845 Stephen Skiff sold 140A "with dwelling house, barn, grist mill 
and other outbuildings" to Charles Smith. 

May 1, 1862 Valuation List: No listing for Paint Mill or for any mills other than 
Manter's Grist Mill. 

July 29, 1862: Charles Smith sold I SOA. with buildings (but no mention of a grist 
mill) to Jeremiah Stewart. 

September 26, 1864 John Tilton sells the right to mine certain minerals on his farm to 
Franklin Tilton for a period of 50 years. (Deal probably negotiated by L. M. Wing) 

October 3, 1864 Jeremiah & Emily Stewart sell a parcel of land, water rights and the 
right to use the mill pond where the Vinal Skiff mill stood to Franklin King. 

April - August 1865 Additional purchases by King of land and rights 

March 29, 1865 - July 29, 1865. Wet clay was brought in by G. Norton (Mill record 
books) 

January 5, 1866 First mill destroyed by fire. 

June 6, 1866 Franklin King transfers his entire interest in the mill property to E. & F. 
King & Co., of Boston. The firm was a paint manufacturer and manufacturers' 
representative that he owned in partnership with Joseph W. Colburn. 

September 1867 Second mill, larger than the first and run by water and steam power 
was reported to be back in operation producing 6-8 Tons of paint per day. 

1870-1877 some data regarding clay dug, shipments made and hours worked available. 
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Although most shipments were sent to Boston and resold, some paint was sent directly 
to customers as far as New York City to the west and Augusta, Maine to the east. A 
major use of the product was in the manufacture of oilcloth floor carpers. 

April 13, 1883 Joseph W. Colburn died suddenly at the age of 51 in Boston. The 
inventory in the administration of his estate lists a "paint mill lease" with an 
"uncertain" value. 

1884 E. & F. King probably reorganized after the death of Colburn. 

1884 It was reported that 150 tons of "paint material" (clay) were dug and delivered to 
the mill.) 

1887 Some clay was dug, but no records of shipments were found. Records very 
spotty. 

1889 The paint mill not mentioned in the Nason/Varney Gazeteer, probably based on 
1885 census data. 

November 23, 1897 Franklin King as sole surviving partner ofE. & F. King & Co. 
sells the entire mill property to Everett Allen Davis for $300. 

August 29, 1898 Franklin King dies in Boston. 
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Hobson, Jenny 

From: Foster, David 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, July 26, 2013 7:55 AM 
Hobson, Jenny 

Subject: pp 
Attachments: Mill Land purchase deeds.pdf 

David R. Foster, Director 
Harvard Forest, Harvard University 
324 N Main St. Petersham, MA 01366 

978.724.3302 

-------------------··----------.. ~"-··-·-------
From: John Fiend er <Jflender@verizon.net> 
Date: Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: David Foster <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: Re: Re: A Question 

David, 
In looking through some old deeds (see attached list), I have come to the conclusion that the use of "Yeoman" or other term on a deed 

was to identify a particular individual. A yeoman was perhaps a person who did not have any unique trade, profession race, etc.; or 
where the unique identifier was not known to the person writing the deed. For example, Silas Tilton of the town, aforesaid 
(Chilmark) cordwainer, but later Silas Tilton of Chilmark, yeoman; Samuel Coombs, lndianman of Chilmark; Vinal Skiff of said Chilmark, 
weaver, but later, Vinal Skiff of Chilmark, yeoman; Jeremiah Stewart of Chilmark, mariner; Stephen Tilton of Chilmark, husbandman; 
Alvin Flanders of Chilmark, farmer. It seems unlikely that the use of yeoman has any pejorative economic significance, since they all 
were landowners. 
I have checked the Abel's Hill cemetery listing and find that none of the above other than Jeremiah Stewart and Alvin Flanders were 
buried there. However, they may have been, and the grave marked with a simple field stone. 
I hope all this is sufficiently confusing! 
John 

on 7/23/13, Foster, David<drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> wrote: 

John 

Thanks - this is all such fascinating stuff. I see that these were taken fairly verbatim but figured that you have some sense as to what 
the titles and their hierarchy were, so thanks for those thoughts. 

Your response raises another question -where were the yeomen buried? 

Looking forward to more discussions. 

David 

David R. Foster, Director 978.724.3302 
Harvard Forest, Harvard University 
324 N Main St. Petersham, MA 01366 

From: John Flender <Jflender@verizon.net> 
Date: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:44 PM 

1 



To: David Foster <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: Re: A Question 

Hi David, 
My mention of titles, Yeoman, Gentleman, Mr .... Esq. are all taken from deeds. I assumed it referred to the individual's economic or 
social status, but that is strictly conjecture, But it is interesting to note that I recall one example where in individual is referred to as 
"Yeoman" in one deed and some years later in another deed appears as "Gentleman". Social or economic mobility or perhaps both! 
The term "Esquire" or "Esq." is frequently found on gravestones in the Abel's Hill Cemetery, but never "Yeoman". That certainly fits with 
the idea of economic or social status. 
I will look at the deeds I have copied to see if there is any pattern to the use of these terms. 
John 

On 07/23/13, Foster, David<drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> wrote: 

Hi John 

Been delightfully sidetracked from mills looking at farms (Mermaid yesterday - great time with Allen and Caitlin, Slip- Away the new farm 
on Chappy the day before) and hunkered down at the Gazette going through their clip-p-ings files where I dug up some interesting 
tidbits on Dr Fisher and Nathaniel Shaler. 

But I was struck in some of the notes you gave me the use of the term "yeoman" and wondered how you understood its use on the 
island and in various documents. It isn't a term that crop-s up- very often in e.g., Worcester County records. 

Hop-e you are doing well. I'll be following up- with more mills ... I did run across one note that said that Dr Fisher's mill was dismantled 
and became the center of RW Crocker's harness factory in VH. Not sure where that notion came from! 

David 

David R. Foster, Director 91a.124_3302 
Harvard Forest, Harvard University 
324 N Main St. Petersham, MA 01366 

2 



Paint Mill Land Purchases 

Date · Bk./pg: · iGrantor 
.... ,. ,.. • ... t 

Dec.13, 1766 10-57f·: Samuel Allen 
Yeoman 

Mar.14, 1769 16-s11 ··;Jethro .Afien 
IYeon,ari. ------

Jan.20.J7n _ 10-572 !samuel Coom~s (Ractiaif
• Indian man, Laborer 

Feb:7_. 1}'81 110-628 .Stephe·n Tilton 
I Husbandman 

Oct.3, 1781 12-292 Samue°i Allen (Bulah) 
.Yeoman 

Apr.14,1791 13-279 i Silas TlTton ( Joanna) 
iYeoman 

Apr.:14,1791 13-280 Silas Tilton 

Grantee 

1si1as Tilton 
'cordwainer 
I Silas Tilton 
I ... .. 

!Cordwain~~
i Silas Tilton 
Yeoman 
,Silas Tilton 

.. [_Yeoman 

• Silas Tilton 

·-1et:t;a~~r 
·weaver 
Vinal Skiff 

I Yeoman Weaver 
Jul.11,1791 ;13-281 :.DelHiahTiltonofNewBedford VinalSkiff 

• Seamstress 
Dec.27,18_45 31-79 S~ephen Skiff of Tisbury 

Jul.29, 1862 40-351 :,Charles Smith of Tisbury 

?J"' 
Sep.j.-6,1864 '.41-418 :John Tilton (Mary) 

Yeoman 
jCharles Smith Tis. 
i .. Gen_tlE;man 
· Jeremiah Stewart 

Franklin King 

Oct.3, 1864 41-428 "Jeremiah & Emily B. Stewart · ·: Frclnklin Ki~g 

'h~fi/; 
Apr..-1-0;1865 41-546 Elijah H9wland (Sophronia) 

";,t1c1;,J o .. yeoman . .. _ .. 
b~-0,1865 41-548 John Davis (Sophronia M.) 

. I t : . _ . ; ye.om an - -- . 

Aug.2:5', 186_5 · 42-65 _Elijah & Sphr. Howland 

: F·ranklin King 
I ··-··"· • 

I 
j. 

Franklin King 

, Franklin King 

1·' --. 

Feb. 5, 1866 A2-259 Jeremiah Stewart (Emily B.) • Franklin King 
..,, 1 mariner ~/'~/,? C 

, 1866 42-358 Jeremiah & Emily B. Stewart 

Jun.6,1866 42-403 Franklin King of Dorchester 

Jun.6, 1866 42-405 1Frankiin King 
merchant 

Jun,6, 1866 42-406 Franklin King 
. merchant 

Jun.6,1866 42-408 FranklinKing 

Jun.6, 1866 42-410 • Franklin King (Sarah G.) 
imerchant 

Mar.15, 1888 87-29 . Catherine C. Manter 

Nov.23,1897 125-478 E._& F. King & Co. 

Franklin King 

i . . . . . 
_, E.& F. King & Co. 

E.& F. King & Co. 

. E.& F. King & ~o . 

_!=.& F. King & ~o. 
I 

;E.& F. King & Co. 

. E.& F. King & Co. 

, Everett Allen Dc:1vis 

I 

'Amount Area 

13:06:08 '. BA 

34:13:00 21A. 

I 

50:00:cfoi 30A --- -- I 
I 

j $63 S_eci_n.miU 20A 

. I 

' 

15:00:00 5A. 

50:00:00: 34A 

75:00:00 60A 

10:00:00 5A. 

$1,000 I 140A 

$3poo soA.? 

$475 clay r:t~-

$800. 

$40 

$600 160A. 

$30 1A. 

$20 50 rods 

$17.50 

$800 

wtr.,clciy 

$600 160A 

$70 50 rods 

$30 1A.+rts. 

$40 I 

$15 : 

$300 
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Silas Tilton/ Vinal Skiff Mill 

In 1766 Silas Tilton (cordwainer) purchased from Samuel Allen eight acres on the North Shore abutting 

an unnamed river and pond on the west side of the property. He also acquired the "privilege of building 

a mill on said river" (V.10, p.571- Dec. 13, 1766). In the 1771 Mass Tax Valuation List Silas Tilton is 

shown with one house and shops, annual worth of the whole real estate of £1:15:0, 2-cattle, 26-goats 

and sheep, s-swine, 5 acres of pasture, 1 cow the pasture to keep, but no mention of a mill. 

By 1781 he had built a mill. See reference to mill in deed Samuel Allen (Yeoman) to Silas Tilton 

(Cordwainer) . "Land in the northern part of the land that I live on next to the sea ... near the stream or 

brook that leads from the mill..." (V. 12, p.292 - Oct. 3, 1781). 

On April 14, 1791 Silas Tilton (yeoman) sold to Vinal Skiff (1759-1829, weaver) 34 acres at Kiphiggon 

with buildings, mill, water rights, etc. (V.13, p.279). Banks states that Tilton moved to Easton, NY. 

The operation of, if not the title to the mill passed from Vinal Skiff to Stephen Skiff (possibly his son: 

1787 -1857) as indicated in the following deed reference: "Beginning at the West end of a rock and 

marked Bon the East side of Stephen Skiffs Mill. .. " (V.26 p.321- March 27, 1837) 

I don't seem to have gone further to trace the title to the property from Vinal Skiff to Jeremiah Stewart 

who sold to Wing and King in 1864 two acres on which to build a mill and another half acre for a wharf 

as well as the right to use Howland Brook (Paint Mill Brook) and the existing dam and mill pond. 

From there see "Chilmark's Paint Mill...", Dukes County Intelligencer August 2005 

JOF - 6/28/2013 
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Comments about Salt Works 

Banks: Vol. I page 381: Report of raid by Gen. Grey quoted. A salt works at Homes 
Hole destroyed and a considerable quantity of salt taken. (Sept. 1778) No mention of 
any salt works at "Old Town Harbor" where several ships were destroyed, or elsewhere 
onMV. 

Banks: Vol. II Tisbury 
Page 66: There were large pans on the shores of Bass Creek (Homes Hole) at the time of 
the Revolution. They were still in existence in 1840. Others at or near Herring Creek 
(Lake Tashmoo) owned by Isaac Luce erected at least 20 years previously. (ie. in 1820 
or earlier.) See picture opposite p.8 of salt works on the shore at Homes Hole in 1838. 

Hayward, John: A Gazetteer of Massachusetts 1849 
No salt works mentioned 

Walling, H.F.: Map of ... Dukes County ... 1858 
No salt works mentioned 

Barber, John Weaver: Historical Collections 1841 
Page 153: Edgartown: Salt made to a considerable extent. Water raised by pumps 
worked by wind mills is led by troughs to cisterns or vats filled to a depth of 3" -4" in 
which it is dried by the sun. 

Freeman, James: A description of Dukes County- 1807 
Page 21 Edgartown: three sets of salt works containing 2,700 feet. 
Five sets in Tisbury containing 8,900 feet. Manufacture increasing and there will be 
more than double the present number of feet in three or four years. 

Mayhew, Eleanor Ransom: A Short History of Martha's Vineyard - 1956 
Page 91. Near the start of Howard Avenue (Vineyard Haven) were extensive salt works 
(no date) These were probably located at the Lagoon. See map opposite P. 89 
Page 113. Salt Works operated by Isaac Luce on the west shore of the creek leading into 
Lake Tashmoo. 
Page 150: The old salt works in Edgartown were located on the waterfront north of the 
causeway. (Causeway not shown on map opposite p. 141.) 

Hine Charles G.: The Story of Martha's Vineyard-1908 
Page 27: Over a hundred years ago ... there were three sets of salt works in Edgartown 
Page 100: The British at the time of Gray's Raid (Sept. 10-15, 1778) burned all the salt 
works. (Certainly in Homes Hole, but elsewhere not known.) 

Norton, Henry Franklin: Martha's Vineyard ... -
Page 39: A large number of salt works along the waterfront in Edgartown 
Page 75: Salt works on the shore ofLamberts Cove (no date) 



MVHS: There is a picture hanging in the museum tool shed showing Homes Hole in 
1839. The caption refers to the Peter West salt works and to his house located above the 
works. This picture without the West reference appears in Banks V.2, Tisbury, p 8. 

Salt Works 
Banks E p.188 Before the revolution the manufacture of salt by evaporation of 
seawater in large wooden vats was an important industry in Edgartown. 
Freeman p. 21 Three sets of salt works in Edgartown in 1807 containing 2700 feet. 

Freeman p. 21 Five sets of salt works in Tisbury in 1807 containing 8900 feet. 
Manufacture increasing, double number of feet in three to five years. 
Banks WT p.66 At the time of the revolution there were large pans on the shores 
of Bass creek ( at Homes Hole), where salt was manufactured by the ancient 
method of evaporation. They were in existence inl840. 
Salt works at the herring creek, owned by Isaac Luce were erected at least twenty 
years previously. 
Banks T p.8 View of Homes Hole 1838 showing salt works on the shore. 
Note: Bass creek was the outlet of the Lagoon and was located in the vicinity of 
the present day Pier 44. There was also an important herring fishery at the outlet 
ofTashmoo Lake. 
Hine p. l 00 At the time of Gray's raid (Sept. 10-15 1778) the British burned all the 
salt works. (Not clear whether this reference includes all of the Vineyard or just 
Homes Hole.) 
Norton p.39 There were a number of salt works along the Edgartown waterfront. 
Norton P. 75 Salt works on the shore ofLamberts Cove and smoking houses for 
herring on the hill. Makonikey clay used for bricks. 
Intelligencer, Aug. 1983 Good article. Pictures of windmills at saltworks on Cape 
Cod. Good map ofV.H. showing Merry windmill. No Vineyard pictures of 
windmills. Ref. Barber's Historical Collections ( of every town in Massachusetts) 
published 1839. 
Local reports say there were salt works at Seven Gates (Saltworks Beach) 



History of the Mills on the Fulling Mill Brook 

An early fulling mill located approximately 500 feet north of present day South 
Road on the Fulling Mill Brook was built some time before 1682. Although no earlier 
reference to this mill has been found, its existence is indicated by the purchase by 
Benjamin Skiff from Matthew Mayhew on July 20, 1682 of two parcels ofland, the latter 
of which is describes as: 

" ... half an ak:er ofland & Swamp lying angular between the abovesaid 
brook where the fulling mill now standeth and the forementioned 
footpath." 1• 

Although Skiff undoubtedly acquired mill rights on the brook from Matthew 
Mayhew before 1682, no record of such a transaction was found. Mayhew was probably 
reluctant to sell the land before he was certain that Skiff had actually built a mill and 
operated it successfully. 

In 1694 Pain Mayhew joined Skiff in the purchasing additional land bounded 
"westward by the fulling mill brook"2

• A later deed indicates that the fulling mill had 
been operated by Skiff.3 The partnership with Pain Mayhew lasted until 1704 when an 
agreement dividing the land acquire in 1694 was reached.4 At that time the mill was 
operating and apparently Skiff continued to run the mill until his death thirteen or 
fourteen years later. 

In his will dated Feb. 15, 1717/18 Benjamin Skiff expressed the wish that Beriah 
Tilton (1703-1779), ... "a lad that now dwells with me ... " have his (Skiffs) " ... housing, mill 
and lands adjoining ... "5 At that time Beriah was about 14 or 15 years old and presumably 
he continued to live with Skiffs widow, Hannah. Beriah apparently ran the mill for many 
years after Skiffs death as indicated by the reference to him as a "clothier in deeds dated 
1740 and 1757 In 17516 Hannah Skiff transferred to her "cousin" Beriah Tilton her 
interest in the " .. .land and meadow land whereupon my dwellinf house now stands with 
said land adjoining, also a neck of land lying south of a road ... " There was no mention of 
the mill in this deed, however. 

Although much of the Skiff land left to Beriah Tilton (1703-1779) was left by him 
to his only son William (1736-1816), there is no mention of the mill in his will dated June 

8 8, 1779. 

1 Deeds V.l, p. 346 
2 Deeds V.l, p.233 
3 Deeds V.2, p.62 
4 Deeds V.2, p. 62 
5 Probate I/27; )V.l, p.64- 67) 
6 Deeds V.6, p.449 & V.8, p.455 
7 Deeds, V.8, p.493 
8 Probate, I/387 



The Massachusetts Tax Valuation List of 1771 9 provides some insight into the 
Chilmark mills, although it fails to reveal anything about the Skiff mill. The list shows 
that a total of 4¾ mills were owned in Chilmark at that time, but one page of the List has 
been lost and the missing page contained the ownership information on all but a¼ interest 
in one of them. However, in the 1790 census 1°, both William, and William Junr., are all 
shown as living in Chilmark. The General List of Lands, Lots, Buildings and Wharves of 
1798 shows William Tilton owning a dwelling with 40 perches of land and 266 acres 
valued at $3,140 (five parcels). William Junior owned a dwelling with 20 perches and one 
parcel of 12 Acres valued at $15 5. 11 Again, no mention of any mill. 

The Des Barres chart of 177612
, one of the Atlantic Neptune series, shows a 

number of buildings on the eastern side of the Fulling Mill Brook just north of the road 
up-island (now South Road), but none of the buildings on the chart is identified. It is, 
however, indicative of considerable activity in the area. 

In 1794 William Tilton, "Yeoman" sold to his oldest son William Tilton Junr., 
"Clothier" a parcel ofland bounded as follows: 

"Beginning at the western comer of that land of the Grantors which is 
known and called by the name of the old orchard and from thence 
extending Northwesterly on a straight line by land whereof Jonathan Allen 
Esq. Died seized & Sixty rods to the watering place (so called) thence 
northeasterly on a straight line forty rods, thence southeasterly on a 
straight line parallel with the first mentioned line sixty rods to an orchard 
which lyeth to the northward of the Grantors dwelling house, thence 
southwesterly by said Orchard last mentioned by a fence at the head of the 
a way leading from said house and by the aforesaid old Orchard forty rods 
to the first described bound, forever reserving to the said William Tilton 
the Gran tor his heirs and assigns the use and improvements of the Mill 
Pond and stream which are in the said tract for the purpose of turning the 
Mill below and also the use of the road through the southeast comer of the 
tract of land as fully to all intents as if this Deed had not been made." 13 

The Mill Pond mentioned in the foregoing deed was located upstream from the 
original Skiff mill dam and was a much larger pond. It is not clear where the "mill 
below" was located, but subsequent deeds suggest that the reference might be to the grist 
mill at what is known today as the Tilton-Blackwell-Belden house. (See reference in 
1814 deed below.) 

9 Massachusetts Tax Valuation Lists of 1771 
10 Heads of Households in the First Census of the United States (1790) 
11 General List of Lands, Lots, Buildings and Wharves 
12 Des Barres. American Neptune, Chart 
13 Deeds, V.13, p.357 



In 1811 William Tilton sold to his son Beriah Tilton (now 48) a fifty-three acre 
parcel of land bounded in part by "an old mill dam" 14

• The description of the property 
places it at the north end of the Fulling Mill Brook and locates "the old mill dam" at the 
northern part of the property. As will be discussed later this was probably the dam that 
formed Nathan Bassett's mill pond. 

In 1814 William Tilton sold to his third son Samuel (1782- ?): 

" ... a Tract of Land containing by estimation two Acres be the same more 
or less which said Tract is bounded as followes viz. South by the highway 
Westerly by Tristram Allen North by William Tilton Junior and Easterly 
by the road leading from the highway to the meeting House, reserving to 
my self the use and improvement of the Grist Mill and the yard & Garden, 
and one fourth part of the Apples annually growing on said Tract, said 
land situate in Chilmark aforesaid." 15

. 

The "road leading from the highway to the meeting House" was the southern end 
of the present day Tea Lane. It now serves as driveway for the Tilton-Blackwell-Belden 
house. Parallel stone wall define the course of the road north of the house. 

In 1815 "Jonathan Bassett, Junr." wrote to "Beriah Tilton, Junr." (From Ohio 
describing life in the Cincinnati area) and closed with a post script "Tell William that 
clothiers are very much wanted here."16 It is thought that the William mentioned was 
William, Junr. the son of William Tilton and who was also Beriah's cousin. 

The next reference is found in the estate of William Tilton dated Aug. 20, 1816 
where the inventory includes, " ... one tract ofland next to the fulling mill of William 
Tilton ... "17

• This reference is, in all likelihood, to his son, William, Jr., because of the 
1815 letter mentioned above, and because of the 1794 deed wherein William Junr. was 
referred to as being a "clothier". It is unclear, however, when this mill was built, or 
whether it was built by the senior or the junior William Tilton. No record of a transfer of 
the mill to the younger William has been found. 

In 1831 Thomas Dunham prepared a rather crude map of the town of Chilmark on 
which two mills are shown on an unnamed brook, by location, assumed to be the Fulling 
Mill Brook.18 Mill stones found near the "Tilton-Blackwell-Belden" house off South 
Road point to the location of the grist mill mentioned in the 1814 deed, and suggest that 
both a fulling mill and a grist mill were operating at that time. While both mills may 
have existed, in 1831, it is possible that only the gristmill was in operation. 

14 Deeds, V.19, p.379 
15 Deeds, V.19, p.384 
16 Martha's Vineyard Historical Society: Box 134B 
17 Probate, 1/595 
18 Dunham, Thomas. Map of Chilmark, May, 1831 



A later map (1858) prepared by H.F. Walling19 shows a house identified as 
belonging to W. Tilton located on the east side of the old road that ran between the South 
and Middle Roads. (a continuation of the present Tea Lane) This is probably the 
"Tilton-Blackwell-Belden" house. Although Walling identified other mill sites on his 
map, none are shown on the Fulling Mill Brook. 

The southern Fulling Mill Brook sites were examined in February and March of 
2001. The remains of a dam approximately 600 feet north of the South Road are located 
just west of the walking trail. The dam is situated where a significant drop in the brook 
bed would provide the logical place for a mill wheel. A short distance below the dam the 
brook flows into a swampy area with little additional drop until it passes under South 
Road. No indication of any dam along this section of the main watercourse was found. 
Approximately 1,100 feet north of South Road there is a second and much longer dam at 
a place where the vertical drop appears to be much less than at the earlier site. At neither 
location is there any definite indication of the foundation of a mill building. In all 
probability, the lower dam was the site of the original Skiff fulling mill. The upper dam 
must have been the site of the second and later fulling mill attributed to William Tilton 
(Jr.) in the 1817 Probate inventory of William Tilton (Sr.). Several hundred feet above 
the upper dam in the area previously flooded, the brook divides. The western branch 
passes through a breach in the dam, follows the original course of the brook through a 
breach in the lower dam, under the Fulling Brook Mill Trail to the South Road. A 
nautical chart dated 188020 and a USGS topographic map based on an 1887 survey21

, 

both show only the upper pond approximately 1000 feet north of the South Road. 
However, on a later map based on a 1942 survey22

, no such pond appears. It would seem 
logical that the upper dam was breached in the intervening years. 

The eastern branch of the brook follows what appears to be a canal running 
parallel to the western edge of the meadow and its original, but at a greater elevation than 
the original brook bed. The waterway passes through a stone culvert under the trail and 
continues through a stone wall to a site near the "Tilton-Blackwell-Belden" house. Here 
the grist mill was located at a place where the relatively high elevation of the water lever 
maintained in the canal could be utilized most efficiently. 

One of the millstones has been recovered from the swampy area below the 
remains of the mill site by the current owner of the property :who asserts that another still 
lies buried in the same area. 

Further upstream on the Fulling Mill Brook just above Middle Road is what 
remains of a dam that formed the mill pond of William Bassett. William Bassett (1702-
1780) a blacksmith by trade, came from a long line of metalworkers. According to 

19 Walling, Henry F., Map of the Counties of Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket, 
Massachusetts. Smith & Co., Boston 1858 

20 Vineyard Sound, from Wood's Hole to Cuttyhunk appearing opposite p. 150 in the Atlantic Coast Pilot, 
Second Edition, Boston, 1880 to New, York, Washington D.C. 
1880 

21 U.S. Geological Survey, Gay Head Sheet Edition of 1893 
22.U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Geological Survey, SquibnocketQuadrangle Edition of 1944 



Banks, both his father and grandfather were blacksmiths in Chilmark. William lived near 
the headwaters of the Fulling Mill Brook where he had a mill pond in 17 6823

. 

Presumably there was a mill of some sort there, but no reference to it has been found. It 
seems unlikely that he would have built a mill to grind grain or finish wool, there being 
other facilities in the area to satisfy these needs. More likely his mill was used in the 
pursuit of his trade either to operate the furnace bellows or to power mechanical 
hammers. The property was inherited by his daughter Catherine and deed references from 
1811 and 1814 mention bounds as an "old mill dam", the terminology suggesting an 
abandoned facility. 

July 20, 2003 

23 Deeds: V. 10, p. 225 
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Fulling Mill Brook 
Benjamin Skiff Mill 
First reference found: July 20, 1682 (Deeds V.1, p. 346) Purchase of land where a mill was standing. 
This mill and land was willed to Skiff's adopted son Beriah Tilton, who turned it over to William Tilton, 
and by him to William Tilton. Jr. in 1794 (Deeds V.13, p. 357). Sometime in the 18th Century the large 
pond which was URStream from the origlo_al mill site was built. This pond appears on the 1907 edition of 

-----------the USGS Chilmark topo. In his 1794 deed William Tilton reserve the right to use the water in the brook 
to run a mill located near the so-called Beldon House just to the east of the brook and north of South 
Road . I don't know how long either of these mills ran. 

Bassett Mill 
There was reportedly a mill on the Fulling Mill Brook at a site over which the Middle Road was 
subsequently built. A dam up-stream can be seen and some stonework where the brook passes under 
the road. The only reference I found was in V.10, p.225, August 31, 1768 where William Bassett refers 
to "my mill pond". In a 1744 deed a William Bassett is shown as a blacksmith. It may have been the 
same person. The use of the mill is not known. 

Tiasquam River 
Look Mill 
The first mill on the Vineyard was built west of West Tisbury just north of State road by Benjamin Church 
in 1668 and was ultimately acquired by the Look family in 1715. They ran it for 150 years. 

Other Mills on the Tiasquam 
Going up stream the picture is less clear. There were two mills near the West Tisbury/Chilmark town 
line. I know nothing about the ownership or history of these mills. There are several ponds in that area 
now, some of which were built, or enlarged in recent times. 

Reuben Tilton Mill 
Probably built in the late 1700s by an earlier Tilton, it was run by Reuben Tilton for many years and later 
by Samuel Tilton. It was listed in the latter's estate (1851) and valued at $30. It is unlikely that it ran 
after that date, if indeed it was in use when Samuel Tilton died. 

Mill Brook 
Satinet Mill 
First Bbuilt in about 1700, the existing mill building located just south of West Tisbury on the road to 
Edgartown was restored some years ago and is now used by the Garden Club. I don't recall the history 
of this mill, but it is well documented and was run until about 1875. (See the Garden Club History 

Priester's Pond Mill 
Once again I don't remember much of the history, but it was a relatively early mill, I think, built by one 
of the Athern family. There is Land Bank property there at the start of North Road. 

Fisher Mill 
Located on Seven Gates Farm, this was one ofthe)9-ter~~ built by Dr. Fisher supposedly to grind 
wheat to be used to make hardtack. It employed~ turbine 91ther than the conventional over- or 
undershot water wheel. There is probably some information about the enterprise in the history of Seven 
Gates. Dr. Fisher also built Fisher Pond upstream to collect water to run the mill. 



Roaring Brook 
Hillman Mill 
I have heard references to an early mill having been built by one of the Hillmans, but was never able to 
document its existence. It was thought to have been located upstream from the Elliston property at the 
end of Gosnold's Way. 

Frances Nye's Mill 
Built about 1849, this one was reportedly the last operating mill on the Vineyard. The site is located on 

'------,--, --·--·--the Elliston and has been cleared and somewhat Eestored. Thereis quite a bit of information about this 
mill. Like the Fisher mill this one employed~ turbine> 

--------~· 
The Brickyard 
Not actually a mill, a large overshot waterwheel provided the power to run tb~_brickmaking operation. --~-- -··---

Paint Mill Brook 
Skiff Mill 
I find a reference in my notes to a mill built by Skiff but can provide no information. 

Paint Mill 
See The Dukes County Intelligencer Aug 2005 

Other Mills 
Smith Brook (Tisbury) 
There were reportedly two mills on Smith Brook between the Lambert's Cove Road and the shore. 
found what I believe was the site of one ofthe111. · 

There may also have been a mill on the brook near Cattle's on the Lambert's Cove Road, but I never 
investigated the area or made any inquiries. 

Here is some data that I found 
1771 Tax Valuation List Five mills in Chilmark 
1790 Freeman, 1807: Chilmark Carding/Fulling Mill dresssed over 4,000 yd. p.21 

(I believe this is the Satinet Mill.) 
1805 Freeman, 1807: Chilmark Carding/Fulling Mill dresssed 3,200 yd. p.21 

(I believe this is the Satinet Mill.} 
1807 Freeman, Five water mills in Chilmark, small, 2-3 bu. corn/day. p.21 
1830 Dunham Map: 1-Tiasquam River, 2-Fulling Mill Brook, 1-Paint Mill Brook 

(The mill on the Paint Mill Brook may have been the Skiff mill mentioned above since the paint 
mill would not be built until after 1860) 

1858 Walling Map: 1-Tiasquam, 1-Roaring Brook 
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THE RIPARIAN OWNERS OF TISBURY GREAT POND 

John WM Whiting January 11, 1995 

What is now known as "The Riparian Owners Association" was 

originally a group who called themselves "The Proprietors 0£ the 

Low Lands and Meadows around Tisbury Great Pond." 1o understand 

what its £unction is and how it has changed a brie£ history 

0£ the pond is in order. 

Although the geological history of Martha's Vineyard is 

complex, there is general agreement among geologists that the 

Island was formed by glacial action. Ritchie (1969) summarizes it 

as follows: "Most 0£ Gay Head, a narrow strip along the 

northwest coast and all 0£ the northeastern part of the island 

including Chappaquiddick Island, are mantled to varying depths 

with morainal materials attributed to the early Wisconsin st~ge 

of glaciation. The remainder 0£ the island, comprising the 

entire central area extending to the south shore, is covered by 

outwash deposits 0£ early Wisconsin age. Much of this outwash 

material consists of older sediments of Upper Cretaceous 

provenience, plowed by glacial action from the old coastal plain 

foundation 0£ the island .... The ponds on the south shore ... occupy 

long, narrow, parallel meltwater channels crossing the outwash 

1 



plain from the early Wisconsin ice front. Drowned in their lower 

reaches and estuaries by the rising sea level,, they have been 

closed to the ocean by bay mouth bars created by shore currents 

which compose South Beach.~ (Ritchie 1969 p.2) 

Since it is estimated that the Wisconsin glacier ceased to 

advance and began to melt about 10,000 years ago, the south shore 

bay in the outwash plain was presumably formed by this time. It 

is not clear, however, when the bay barred across and Tisbury 

Great Pond came into being. The best evidence for estimating this 

is provided by Mal Jones and George Manter. In the spring of 

1965 when the ice was thick enough to hold heavy equipment they 

took a core sample of the pond bottom on the west side of the 

pond, just o£f the Ford camp on Zephanie's Point. This site was 

chosen because bottom soundings indicated that it was probably 

over the valley made by the con£luence of Mill Brook and Tiasquam 

River as it cut its way to the ocean at the en¢ of the ice a~e -

10,000 years ago. They went down through the bottom silt for 22 

feet before they hit preglacial hardpan, and the bottom section 

was sent o£f island to be analyzed. It consisted of salt marsh 

peat and was carbon dated as being laid down 10,270 years B.P. 

(before present) with 275 year margin of error. 

The core was divided into one foot sections and each section 

was carefully analyzed for the presence of various species of 

2 
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shell£ish and £or the types a£ sand. It was assumed that the 

presen6e of mature shellfish that only thrive in waters with a 

high salinity level would indicate when the beach had barred 

across. The decrease in the frequency a£ mature oysters in 

section #16 (see figure 1) suggests that the bay may have been 

closed in by a barrier beach when this section was laid down. I£ 

it is assumed that the silt was deposited at a constant rate, 

each one £oat section would represent approximately 500 years 0£ 

silt deposit. This would make the date a£ ·section 16 about 8,000 

BP. Sand churned by ocean sur£ has a greasey texture. This type 

0£ sand was found until section #9. This suggests that the beach 

was not £armed until 4500 B.P. I£ either hypothesis is accepted, 

it should be noted that immature clams, snails, scallops, quahogs 

and mussels continued to occur in the more recent segments a£ the 

core. Since these shellfish cannot live in fresh water, the water 

in the pond must have been brackish during this period. There£ore 

there must have been periodic openings to the sea to let in salt 

water. 

The beach is now opened by human intervention but since, 

according to the archaeological research a£ Ritchie (1969), 

humans did not arrive until about 4,000 years ago when the 

Wampanoags arrived, the pond must have opened itself £or at least 

500 years. This could happen by £loading over the beach and 
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erod~ng a channel. This regularly happens a£ter the pond is 

£loaded by a hurricane surge. 

It is improbable that the Wampanoag~ opened the beach. When 

they £irst came to the Island they were primarily hunters and 

gatherers. Their sources of £ood were the white taiied deer and 

the quahog. No tools were found in the early sites that would be 

useful for digging a channel through the beach. Later on when 

they became farmers and started raising corn, they had ground 

breaking equipment, but there is no available evidence that it 

was used to open the beach. 

Whenever the bay was barred across and a barrier beach 

formed it was probably considerably south of its present 

location. Folklore has it that .in the early part of the last 

century one could skate from Tisbury Pond to Edgartown when it 

was frozen. ~Chamberlain, 1964 p.229). This may be an 

exaggeration, but maps made in the middle of the last centurz 

show that there was open water from Long Point to upper Chilmark 

Pond. ( see figure 2). By the end of last century the beach had 

moved in so that Chilmark Pond and Quenames Cove and Long Cove 

were cut off from the main pond. To keep Black Point Pond from 

also being cut of£ from the main pond, Crab Creek was dug by he 

Riparian Owners and maintained so that Black Point Pond and its 

surrounding marshes would remain connected to the Great Pond, and 

~ 



its proprietors legitimate members of the Riparian Owners 

Association. 

This inward movement of the beach was described by my 

grandfather. "The changes along the southern shore of the Island 

give an interesting illustration 0£ what may be termed a 'rollxng 

beach', and the power 0£ the ocean sea-dash upon the sandy shore 

to drive this material before it .... Where the beaches have been 

low, particularly in £rant 0£ the several ponds, the overshot 0£ 

the sands has made a greater encroachment upon the ponds and 

marshes inside of the beach than occurs in the outer shoreline 

opposite. The general recedence of the shoreline I should 

estimate at from 175 to 200 feet .... At Tisbury Great Pond the 

outside-waste west and east of the inlet is; respectively, about 

180 and 140 feet, while the corresponding encrbachments upon the 

pond are, respectively, 680 and 480 feet. Quite a peculiar 

coincidence occurs in the present opening into Tisbury Pond with 

that of 1845, which is almost identical in location and extent, 

except that it is further inward, while between the years 1850 

and 1865 the opening was about thiee-fourths 0£ a mile further 

eastward." (Henry L. Whiting 1886 p253 ££). 

The eastward movement 0£ the beach opening reported by 

Whiting is a persisient phenomenon presumably resulting from the 

rotation of the earth. In the 1920's the opening was just east 0£ 
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~rab Creek. By the 1970's it had migrated further east than its 

present location, and the Sewers relocated it .near Crab Creek 

again. It has since migrated eastward to its present location. 

Assuming that the Wampanoags did not open the beach, 

evidence from the core indicates that the beach must have 

remained open for long periods or, more likely, opened itsel£. 

Fed by Mill Brook and Tiasquam river, run of£ from the banks and 

seepage from the aquifer would slowly fill up and eventually 

break through the beach at a low spot and the pond would drain 

and remain open to the sea until closed by the action of wind and 

tide. A hydrologic study of the pond reported in Fu~ro & 

McClelland (1992) reported that the net increase in pond storage 

was teri million gallons a day, so self opening is quite 

plausible. 

Not only does the presence of salt water shellfish indicate 

that the pond was regularly open in Indian times but there is 

good evidence that they used the pond as a source of fish that 

must have had access to the ocean. It was customary for the 

Indians when they first settled the New World to occupy the 

drainage of some river or stream. Since they were primarily 

hunters, they followed their game whose migration was influenced 

by the presence of drinking water. Since water was also important 

to humans these new immigrants chose to settle near a stream and 
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hunt and forage in its drainage. The Wampanoags that came to the 

Vineyard were no -exception. One of the settlements that they 

established, called Taakemy, ran from Indian Hill to the South 

Beach and included the drainage of Mill Brook and the Tiasquarn 

River both 0£ which £lowed into Town Cove 0£ the Great Pond. 

This drainage included all the lowlands and meadows surrounding 

the Great Pond and all its coves. It included Long Cove, Black 

Point and Little Black Point Ponds and Quenames Cove. 

The Pond and various locations in the Taakemy drainage were 

given place names by the Wampanoags (see map). Quenamest the 

name for the location around Black Point Pond and Quenames Cove 

is 0£ particular interest. "Quenarnes" is an Alg-onquian term 

meaning" the place to catch eels". Large wicker eel pots and eel 

wiers were in use by the Wampanoags when the Europeans arrived. 

In fact this equipment was borrowed by the riparians owners and 

used by them until very recently. The eel i~ anadramous, that 

is 9 it spawns in the ocean near Bermuda. After they are hatched, 

the little eels swim back to the fresh or brackish water where 

there parents grew up. Here they live until they become full 

size, six or seven feet long. At this point their skin turns to a 

silvery color. In the Great Pond this peens in November. They 

then seek to get out of the pond and make their-way back to their 

birthplace near Bermuda and start a new generation. Thus, if the 
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pond had been completely shut a££ £ram the sea they could not 

have reproduced themselves and there would have been no eels in 

the Pond and Quenames would have been a meaningless place name. 

Alewi£e and smelt were other anadrarnous species 0£ £ish that 

inhabited the Pond. Their li£e history is the reverse 0£ that a£ 

the eel. They live in the ocean and spawn in £resh water 

streams. In March they could be seen swimming back and £orth 

along South Beach seeking an opening. I£ the beach is open, they 

will swarm in and swim up Mill Brook and Tiasquam River to spasm. 

Crabs also must migrate between the Pond and the ocean in order 

to reproduce themselves, but like the eels and unlike the £inish 

they spawn in the 6cean and spend their adult li£e in the 

brackish pond. Thus the so-called "edgers" ·1eave the pond in the 

summer to deposit their eggs in the see. 

tiny crabs return to Tisbury Pond. 

A£ter hatching, the 

These £ish provided another resource £or the Wampanoags_that 

lived in the Taakemy drainage. 

oysters and so£t-shelled clams. 

They also presumably harvested 

For some reason, probably a too 

low salinity level, neither quahogs nor bay scallops will grow to 

maturity in the pond. The many small arrowheads that can be 

£ound indicates that the wild£owl that £requented the Pond were 

hunted by the Wampanoags~ 

When the Europeans arrived, they also settled in the 
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Taakemy drainage. The two brooks provided drinking water for 

themselves and their animals. They also made dams and built mills 

which were used to grind corn, saw lumber and weave cloth??. 

Furthermore the meadows and iowlands around the Great Pond were 

found to be excellent summer pasture £or stock, particularly 

sheep. The nblue grassn that grew there when the pond level was 

at the proper height was thought to be especially good £or 

fattening spring lambs. In £act the French consider lambs raised 

near the sea (pres de sale) to be a delicacy. ~Black grass", 

another type of hay that grows only on marshes, makes 

exceptionally good bedding for the winter stalls of the farm 

animals. Manure £ram this type of bedding was especially useful 

since it would not seed itself in the cornfield and gardens. 

The newcomers to the Taakemy drainage were not only farmers 

but also fishermen. They adopted the. eel fishing gear from the 

Wampanoags and have used it until very recently. The new settlers 

also seined the alewives when they came in to spawn and set traps 

for the smelt. 

To control the level 0£ the pond in order to utilize the 

marsh hay and see that the pond was open to the sea to let the 

aiewives and smelt in and the eels and crabs out at appropriate 

times £or them to spawn, the new settlers of the Tisbury Pond 

drainage apparently decided that they could not leave the opening 
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0£ the pond to nature. An extant 1694 bill to the riparian owners 

.£or laborers and horses used £or opening the beach indicates that 

this was the case. 

The decision as to when to open the beach a£ter it had 

closed turned out to be complex. The farmers were c6ncernsd about 

the marshes and the £ishermen about letting the herring and smelt 

in and thi eels out at the appropriate time. To settle these 

diverse interests, the interested parties £armed an association. 

They called themselves "The Proprietors 0£ the Low Lands and 

Meadows around Tisbury Great Pond". Since, to make a success£ul 

opening, the water level 0£ the pond must be high enough and the 

weather must be mild. The success 0£ an opening also depends on 

the phase 0£ the moon. 

board 0£ three "sewers~. 

The Proprietors there£ore appointed a 

Richard Miller, one 0£ the current 

riparian owners investigated the origin 0£ this term and 

discovered that a Royal Commission 0£ Sewers was appointed by 

Queen Anne "who had the authority £or the repair and maintenance 

0£ walls, ditches, banks, bridges, gutters, sewers, gates, 

causers, bridges and streams and any other defenses by the coast 

0£ the sea and marine ground lying and being with a specified 

district liable to inundation by the sea or rivers. "(0x£ord 

English Diction~ry 1971). Miller, also noted that a Mr 

Mayhew was one 0£ the persons reported to have besn appointed to 
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the Royal Commission of Sewers. Since a Mayhew was one of the 

original proprietors of the low lands and marshes around.Tisbury 

Great Pond, it is highly likely that the idea of appointing a 

Board of Sewers with the authority to open the beach was borrowed 

from Great Britain. 

The Board of Sewers of Tisbury Great Pond were appointed 

each year by the Proprietors of the Low Lands and Meadows soon 

after the new settlers arrived. Sewers were finally given 

o££icial status in 1904. 1 

A study of the fish species to be found in the Pond was 

carried out in the fall of 1906 by the United States Bureau of 

Fisheries Station at Woods Hole. The findings of this study were 

reported in a pamphlett by William Converse Kendall published by 

the Bureau of Fisheries. Eighty five different species are 

listed, most of them salt water species. Kendall also reported: 

"There is authentic history of the early importance of the 

fishery at this pond, particularly £or striped bass, smelts and 

alewives. One record of the former abundance of striped bass is 

that in December 1848, 18,000 of those fish were taken by one set 

of a long shore seine in one of the inflowing streams. They were 

carted to Vineyard Haven and shipped by two schooners to New 

York. w 

Up until 1870 fish were taken £ram the pond by residents of 
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Chilmark and West Tisbury as well as by the pond proprietors. 

No £ish were cultivated until 1869, when one 0£ the riparian 

owners, Mr Allen Look, decided to see i£ perch could be bred in 

the pond. Mr Look and his sons there£ore planted 1,200 to 1,400 

breeding white perch, in the pond, which species previously did 

not exist there. The experiment was success£ul. Ten years later 

they began seining and harvested some 200 barrels. This 

experiment enabled the Riparian Owners Association, 0£ which Mr 

Look was a member, to obtain £ram the Massachusetts Board 0£ 

Fisheries and Game, a lease of Tisbury Great pond £or the purpose 

of.cultivating use£ul £ishes. 

The Pond Proprietors thus became £ish £armers. They now 

called themselves "Lessees", and met annualiy and--appointed 

supervisors to arrange seining and to see to it that su££icient 

herring and smelt could get up the brooks to spawn so that they 

would reproduce themselves. Also, the smaller perch were thr?wn 

back and they arranged £or the beach to be opened at appropriate 

times so that the £ish ready to spawn could get in the pond and 

the £ingerlings could get out. The £ish caught were barreled and 

sold. The net proceeds, a£ter a fee was paid to the Town and an 

amount set aside to cover the cost of opening the beach, was 

divided among the Riparian Owners accordin~ to the number of rods 

of shore £rant they oYned. It was reported that the net proceeds 
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for 1875 was $1,015.31 0£ which the town's share was 

$50.71. (Kendall,1~06) 

Minutes 0£ the annual meeting 0£ the lessees £ram 1875 to 

1945 indicate that the .income from the herring catch was 

appreciable. As late as 1928 the iiparian owners r~ceived a 

surplus 0£ twenty cents £or each rod of storefr6nt that they 

owned. The last recorded distribution of funds was May 29 1931. 

The lease from the Commission a£ Fisheries which had been in 

effect since 1873 was not renewed. Individual fishermen continued 

to seine herring on a small scale. 

It is not clear why this epoch a£ £ish £arming came to an 

end. One reason suggested is that the market £or alewives 

collapsed. They had been used as codfish bait, but a change in 

the methods of the cod £ishing industry made them no longer 

useful. However £or over fifty years the cultivation of useful 

fish in Tisbury Great Pond was a successful enterprise. 

According to the Kendall report (1906) regarding shell£ish 

in the pond: "It is said that oysters abounded up to 1825. That 

year the pond remained closed throughout the season, and in 

August the water became hot and stagnant, killing all the 

oysters. Mr Look and sons have planted some in the last £ew 

years, but they have not done well.~ It should also be noted that 

there were .no adult sized oyster shells in the Jones-Manter core 
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sample except in the lowest three £eet, although seed oysters 

appeared quite regularly. Furthermore there were no oyster shells 

0£ any size in the top, most recent, section 0£ the core sample. 

By 1945, however, mature oysters abounded all around the 

shores 0£ the main pond. Perhaps the Look experime~t was 

. . 
success£ul after all, or according £olklore, a schooner load 0£ 

oysters were bought from the Cape and distributed in the Pond. 

Although the residents of Chilmark would o£ten gather "a family 

mess", oysters were not commercially harvested until a£ter World 

War II when a group of us: Will£red Huntington, John Mayhew, my 

brother Everett Whiting and myself decided to try to cultivate 

them and set up the Quansoo Shellfish Farm. When we tried to 

obtain a lease, we discovered that, according to Massachusetts 

law, the Towns, rather than the Bureau 0£ Fisheries had control 

over the harvesting 0£ shellfish. We had to get a grant £ram· 

Chilmark if we wished to carry on our attempt to cultivate 

oysters. We therefore applied to the town and we were given a 

grant for the exclusive use of about ten acres of pond bottom, 

winning approval in a special town meeting by the narrowest 0£ 

margins. 

We £ound that the wild oysters were so gnarled and twisted 

from setting and growing on one another that the o£f Island 

markets would not take them and the Island market was limited. We 
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also found that they were di£ficult to shuck and there were no 

skilled shuckers on the Island. We were, however able to sell our 

wild oysters to an of£ Island company who had professional oyster 

shuckers. We also found oyster growers on the Cape who would buy 

seed oysters from us to plant and grow on their beds. 

Neither 0£ the above enterprises were very profitable and 

we decided that we had to raise our own oysters. We therefore 

read up on the natural history of the oyster. We found out that a 

mature oyster may produce either eggs or sperm, younger oysters 

were more likely to be male and older oysters female. We also 

dscovered that an adult female produces a million eggs. Someone 

estimated that if all the eggs of one female oyster were 

£ertilized and grew to maturity and this happened to all the 

offspring £or eight generations, it would result in a mass the 

size of the earth growing at the speed of light. This was 

obviously not happening at our beds .in Tisbury Great Pond. 

Clearly most of the millions of eggs that were released each 

year by the n£emale" oysters never reached maturity. They began 

as a microscopic free swimming organism that would live £or a few 

days and then die if it was not lucky enough to be found by an 

oyster sperm, which was also microscopic and free swimming. The 

chances of such a mating are very small and the difficulties do 

not end here. A fertilized egg becomes what is called s oyster 
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spat. It grows £ins and swims about searching £or a clean, hard 

sur£ace, called cultch, which it ,will attach itsel£ to and stay 

there £or the rest a£ its li£e. As soon as it has attached itsel£ 

to the cultch it will lose its £ins and start growing its shell. 

Since shell grows £~stef'in the summer than in the winter, this 

shows up on the shell like tree rings, its age can be determined 

by these rings. They reach maturity in about £our years and 

seldom live longer than eight or nine. The oldest one that I have 

observed had 14 rings and was nearly a £oat long. 

The best natural cultch £or oysters in Tisbury Great Pond 

consist 0£ the pebbles and rocks that have washed out 0£ the 

banks and £arm a ring around the edge 0£ the pond. Silt £ram the 

brooks cover much 0£ the center 0£ the pond and thus is not a 

suitable oyster habitat. Older oysters also provide cultch and 

this results in crowding and the gnarled wild oysters that we 

£ound when we started. 

With this in£ormation we decided that to have a success£ul 

oyster £arm we had to set out fresh cultch at the appropriate 

time. We experimented with various methods and found that baby 

oysters grew fastest and the meats a£ mature oysters were best i£ 

they grew at least a £oat above the bottom. We tried hanging bags 

of oyster or scallop shells as cultch £ram rafts but, 

unfortunately 1 our ra£ts were all blown away by a hurricane. We 
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£inally settled on making slim bags £ram galvanized chicken wire 

and £illing them with cultch and then leaning them against one 

another. 

Since £ungus quickly grows on cultch a£ter it is set out, 

the best time to set out the cultch is just a£ter the oysters 

spawn, which is when the water temperature gets warm enough, 

usually by May or June. The Shell£ish Farm there£ore made weekly 

tows with a plankton net and examined the contents under a 

microscope. We learned to recognize oyster spat and could thus 

) 

determine when to put down the cultch. We also found that i£ the 

beach was opened just a£ter spawning when the oyster spat was 

£ree swimming many 0£ them would be lost by being washed out to 

sea. This in£ormation was made available to the sewers who used 

it as one 0£ the bases £or deciding when to open the beach: 

One experiment that was not successful was an attempt to 

open the beach with a sandsucker pump mounted on a navy surp~us 

dukw. We had thought that this devise would enable us to open the 

pond when it was at any level and thus have better control 0£ the 

salinity leyel. Since the beginning 0£ our enterprise, we had 

monitored salinity levels in various parts 0£ the pond and at 

di££erent depths. I£ the salinity level got too low we would 

report it to the Board 0£ Sewers who would open the beach~£ they 

thought he pond was high enough to do so. We had thought that our 
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dredging equipment would solve this problem, but it didn't work 

efficiently and had to be abandoned. Since low salinities only 

occurred when the pond was filled with fresh water and therefore 

high enough to open by traditional means, this was no loss to our 

oyster £arming project. Not all our experiments £ailed, however. 

We developed an efficient method 0£ harvesting oysters. We 

constructed a dredge could be pulled behind a small boat powered 

by an outboard. 

In addition to oysters we harvested steamer clams which grew 

in abundance around the pond shores. They grew about eight to ten 

inches under the bottom in the shallow waters near the shore. 

Since the tidal movement in the pond was minimal, the clam beds 

were not exposed at low tide and therefore could not be easily 

dug with a clam hoe. When a group of us were having coffee at my 

house one morning, Willie Huntington said, nThere ought to be a 

way to harvest the clams in the Pond." We brainstormed the 

problem and came up with the idea that since steamer clams were 

lighter than sand but heavier than water, if these three 

materials were mixed up and then allowed to settle, the clams 

should end up on top of the sand rather than ten inches 

underneath where they grow. We also thought that a jet from a 

pump powered by a gasoline engine would be a good way to mix up 

the clams, sand and water. Much to the distress of my wife, 
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Beatrice, we unhitched the pump run by a gasoline engine that 

,provided the water £or our house, took it down to the pond, 

started it up and directed a jet £rom a garden hose into a clam 

hole. Sure enough, when things settled a large steamer clam set 

on the sur£ace 0£ the sand. It was then easy to con~truct a jet 

rig clam digger consisting 0£ six to eight jets that could be 

dragged along the bottom leaving a row 0£ clams behind it which 

could be picked up by a specially constructed rake. This rig is 

now widely used. With this invention, clams turned out to be a 

more pro£itable crop than oysters. 

In the mid 1950's the shell£ishing lease held by Quansoo 

Shell£ish Farm ran out and the application £or renewal was voted 

down by the town. At a special town meeting the voters decided 

that commercial oystering should be possible £or all Chilmark 

citizens and there£ore no private grants should be made. 

Oystering is now being carried on by individual £ishermen both on 

the Chilmark and West Tisbury side 0£ the pond. To £ish 

commercially in the pond a town permit is required. In 1984, 

according to the report 0£ the Shell£ish Constable, 18 commercial 

permits were granted, 15 £or oysters, 1 £or clams, and 2 £or 

eels. All oysters less than 3.75 inches long must be thrown back 

and ten bushels was the weekly limit. 

In the 1980's the harvesting of shell£ishing ln the pond was 
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threatened by reports of such high fecal coli£orrn counts that the 

boards 0£ health 0£ West Tisbury and Chilmark shut down ~he pond 

to shell£ishing. The towns financed a number of studies on the 

degree 0£ pollution in the ~and and what may have caused it. 2 The 

studies agreed that the pollution was worse in the ~pper reaches 

0£ the pond, and worse in the summer than in the winter. They 

concluded that the coliform levels were not dangerously high 

south 0£ Big Sandy and the Town Boards 0£ Health opened the pond 

£or shell£ishing in that area 0£ the pond. The studies did not 

agree on the sources of the pollution. One of them attibuted the 

high levels 0£ coliform to waterfowl and livestock. Other studies 

concluded that the high coliform counts £ound at the mouths of 

Mill Brook and Tiasquam River was the result of stormwater runo££ 

£ram road areas. Whether road runoff, waterfowl or livestock is. 

the culprit is still being debated. I favor the water£owl 

hypothesis. The population of Canada geese that summer and breed 

on the Vineyard and frequent the pond is now up to 600. A flock 

of this size produces a lot 0£ £eces. It should also be noted 

that they breed in the brooks and raise their broods in Town 

Cove. 

This large resident £lock 0£ Canada geese is the result 0£ 

another Pond enterprise. Since the Vineyard is on the eastern 

flyway for migrant waterfowl, large flocks 0£ geese and ducks 
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stopped at the ponds in the fall on their trip south and again in 

the spring on their trip north. When I_ was a boy, £locks 0£ white 

bellies (bald pared widgeon) numbering in the thousands almost 

completely covered the surface a£ Black Point Pond. Huge flocks 

of bluebells fed on the clams and mussels around th~ shores 0£ 

the great pond. Perhaps the most striking were the Canada geese 

which were the favorite game £or the local gunners. 

The Tisbury Great Pond Gunning Club was established about 

1900 by a group 0£ wealthy.hunters £ram of£ Island. They bought 

large tracts of land around the pond and built cabins where they 

lived during the gunning season. They hired Jim Look who lived on 

the eas~ ~hare of.Pear Tree Cove to be the club manager. The 

arrangements for the hunters were sumptuous. A small shack was 

built with a wood stove installed to keep the hunter~ warm while 

they waited for the Canada geese, which was their game, to 

arrive. A long wooden blind ran along the beach where tame ~eese 

were pegged as live decoys. When the manager heard a flock a£ 

wild geese approaching he opened a pen contains _a half ~ozen 

young geese who flew up to greet the wild flock. When they 

discovered that the flock were strangers they wheeled and came 

back lo the shore where their parents were pegged. The wild flock 

usually followed them in and were easy prey to the huntei who had 

set himself up behind the blinds. Blinds were established both on 
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Tisbury and Black Point ponds. Unfortunately £or the club, the 

use 0£ live decoys was prohibited by £ederal law in the 1930's 

and the hunting club ceased to exist. The live decoys, since they 

could no longer be used were released and became what is a large 

£lock 0£ year round residents. 

By 1950 swimming and sailing and lying on the beach had 

replaced seining herring and decoying geese as the major use 0£ 

the pond. The hunting shacks were bought and turned into summer 

cottages, and the majority 0£ the riparian owners were no longer 

£armers and £ishermen. 

The £irst sailboat on the pond was owned by my uncle, Judge 

Everett Allen Davis who lived in West Tisbury. In 1897 he bought 

a plot 0£ land on the west shore 0£ the pond at Old Fields where 

he built a bathes and horse stable. He also bought a catboat 

which he named the Pilgrim. During the summer when the weath~r 

was £avorable he would hitch up his horse and buggy, and with his 

--
wi£e Georgian, drive to Old Fields where he would rig up the 

Pilgrim, sail around the pond and then spend the night in the 

bathes. 

When my uncle Everett died in 1928 I inherited the boathouse 

and my brother, Everett, got the Pilgrim. Soon a£ter this some 0£ 

the other riparian owners bought· sailboats and by 1950 there were 

enough boats to have weekly races on Sunday a£ternoons. There 
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were sometimes as many as 20 boats, no two 0£ which were the same 

size or type. The races started £ram "Big Sandy" where a 

committee would decide on the handicaps. The starter with a 

megaphone would then start the boats at di££erent times and they 

would race around a set 0£ buoys and £inish at Big Sandy. At the 

enrl 0£ the season there was a £inal race. The first such race 

occurred during World War II when rum was the favorite drink 

around the pond and the prize £or the winner was there£ore a 

bottle 0£ demaiera [sp?J rum. This custom has continued to the 

present. The £inal race is still called nthe demareran. The 

number 0£ boats racing has greatly decreased, however. 

The beach was traditionally opened by a wooden dredge 

specially made £or.the purpose. This dredge was pulled by a pair 

0£ horses and guided by a man. Severa~ men with shovels,and beach 

hoes also helped. This equipment was used to dig a small channel 

£ram the pond to the ocean. This was done when the pond was 

£loaded to at least three £eet above the level 0£ the ocean so 

that the pond water would £low out, cutting a large channel as 

the pond drained until it reached sea level. The ocean tide would 

then £low in and out 0£ the opening, £loading the pond with salt 

water at high tide and draining it when the tide £ell. A heavy 

sur£ might close this channel or nopening" in a £ew days, but it 

usually remained open £or a month or two. 
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A document on £ile in the Library 0£ the Dukes County 

Historical Society, "Minutes 0£ Deposition Relating to Oyster 

Pond", 1823, gives us a historical view 0£ the Pond openings. 

Two members 0£ the Tisbury Pond Board 0£ Sewers, William Majhew 

Esq. and Captain Samuel Hancock were interviewed as· to the 

£easibility 0£ opening Oyster pond. Hancock was asked to 

describe the method used in the opening 0£ Tisbury Great Pond. 

He claimed that "the beach was eight to £i£teen rods wide and is 

opened by men with shovels and by oxen with drags. The opening is 

sometimes di££icult and we are £ram one to six days in effecting 

an opening. Sometimes the opening is immediately shut up by a 

sudden shift 0£ wind and the labor all lost by a bar across 

occasioned by the roll 0£ the sea ... He thinks that the cost 0£ 

opening Tisbury Pond to be about $150 per annum. Thinks it is 

necessary to open Tisbury Great Pond about £our times a year £or 

the benefit 0£ the meadows and land adjoining about £our times a 

year. Tisbury Pond is principally opened by proprietors ... 

principally in the £all when the £ish are running and there is 

gunning we are assisted by fishermen and gunners £ram the 

different towns, but at other times the labour £alls on the 

proprietors exclusively" (M.V. Historical Society, Document 

76.8.2) 

Finally it should be noted that about the same time that the 
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last lease ran out and the income from the sale of herring and 

perch ceased, tractors replaced horses and oxen in the £arms 

surrounding the pond and a bulldozer replaced the horse drawn 

dredge and beach hoes as a means 0£ opening the beach. Be£o~e the 

bulldozer, opening the beach was a £estive occasion~ All the 

riparian owners came, the men bringing beach hoes or shovels, 

the women with a picnic lunch and the children with screams of 

delight. The elders would stand watch telling the children not to 

break down the banks and giving their opinion as to whether the 

opening would nrun out~ or not. Rather than taking all day, the 

bulldozer only takes a few hours. Beach hoes are no longer 0£ 

any use} and the opening 0£ the beach is no longer a picnic. 

Furthermore the cost 0£ a bulldozer is much-greater than a pair 

of horses or a yoke 0£ oxen and there is no money £ram the sale 

a£ herring to help pay £or it. 

In 1994 there was not enough funds in the till to cover the 

cost at beach openings. A £ailed attempt raised the cost and 

many a£ the members a£ the Riparian Owners Association had 

neglected to pay their dues. I£ all Riparian Owners paid their 

dues, it should be adequate to cover beach opening costs. 

Ordinarily there are three openings, spring, summer and £all but 

the amount a£ rainfall and hurricanes disrupt any standard 

schedule. The pond must be at least £arty inches above the level 
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0£ the ocean £or a successful opening. 

There are a number of groups who bene£it £ram beach 

openings but do not share in the cost. They are: 

1. The owners of lowlands and meadows in the Black Point Porid -

Quenames Cove area who, £or some reason have been left off the 

list of Riparian Owners since 1978 when Bob StLlrgis revised the 

list of Riparian Owners. This area has traditionally been 

considered part 0£ Tisbury Great Pond, and in my opinion, should 

be included in the current roiter of members. 

2. From the beginning South Beach was not considered part of the 

Low Lands and Meadows. It- did not have to be drained to harvest 

marsh hay. Therefore anyone who only owned shore front on South 

Beach was not considered a riparian owner. In the early days most 

beach owners were also owners of the marsh so this made little 

difference. When the Quansoo and more especially the Black Po~nt 

Beach Associations were established, this was no longer the case. 

Nearly 150 people became members of these associations and enjoy 

swimming and fishing in the opening. Since they are not members 

of the Riparian Owners Association they have no say in when the 

beach should be opened, rior do they share in the cost of the 

openings. 

3. The Quansoo Beach association, since it owns a parking lot 

~hich is in the area of lo~ lands and meadow is, as an 
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association, a member 0£ the R{parian Owners Association but the 

Black Point Beach Association is not. Since parking lots can get 

£loaded i£ the pond gets too high, the associations have concern 

over beach openings. 

4.Pond opening is important to commercial £isherrnen· who use the 

Pond but they are not members 0£ the Riparian Owners Association. 

They therefore have no official say as to when it should be 

opened nor do they share in the cost. 

*************************************************************** 

I hope that these discrepancies can be discussed in the next 

meeting of the Riparian owners. Perhaps a special meeting should 

be called £or this purpose. 

1.Acts, 1904 -Chap. 203 AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE DRAINAGE OF THE 
Low LANDS AND MEADOWS AROUND CERTAIN GREAT PONDS IN THE COUNTY OF 
DIKES COUNTY. 
SECTION 1. The proprietors of the low lands and meadows around any 
great pond in the county of Dukes County, excepting the Edgartown 
Great Pond, or a majority of such proprietors in interest, either 
in value or area may organize and hold meetings in the manner 
provided in chapter· 123 o.f the Revised Laws £or organizing and 
holding meetings .for the proprietors · of general .fields. Each 
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proprietor shall have the same right to vote at such meetings as is 
provided for proprietors 0£ general fields in said chapter. 
SECTION 2. Whenever the proprietors of low lands and meadows around 
any great pond, excepting the Edgartown Great Pond, or a majority 
of them organize, as is provided in the preceding section, they may 
choose three commissioners who shall hold of£ice £or one year or 
until their successors are elected and qualified, and who· shall 
sworn to be £ai thful nd impartial in the per£ormance of their 
duties. They may also choose a clerk and collector and such other 
o££icers as may be necessary or convenient. 
SECTION 3. The commissioners shall do or cause to be done whatever 
may be necessary to properly drain th~ low lands and meadows around 
such great pond, and shall assess the cost thereo£ upon all the 
proprietors whose lands are benefitted by such draining acceding to 
the area, quality and situation of each person's part thereof, and 
to the bene£i t he will derive from such improvement, and shall 
submit a written account of their doings to said proprietors 
annu~lly, together with a full account of all recipes and 
expenditures. 
SECTION 4. The commissioners shall give the collector a warrant to 
collect and to pay over and account for the assessments to such 
person as they may appoint. In collecting the assessments the 
collector shall have the powers and shall precede in the manner 
provided for the collector of town taxes. 
SECTION 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 

Approved April 2, 1904 

2. Division of Water Pollution, DELE. 1977. "1975-106 Martha's 
Vineyard Water Quality Study 
Poole, Bruce M. May 1986. West Tisbury Microbial Investigation 0£ 
Great Pond. Prepared by SP, Inc. 29 Congress St. Salem Ma. 
Saunders Associates. 29 June 1990 Road Runoff sampling Tisbury 
Great Pond tributaries. Prepared £or Martha's Vineyard Shellfish 
Group. Funded by Tisbury Great Pond Riparian Owners. 
Sherwood Lynn 1989 Sanitary Survey report 0£ Tisbury Great Pond in 
the towns 0£ West Tisbury and Chilmark. Mass Division 0£ Marine 
Fisheries. _ 
Smith, R.H 1984 Results of Water quality monitoring program. The 
Martha's Vineyard Commission (includes bacteria data on Mill Brook 
and Tiasquam River. 
Fugro-McClelland(East),inc. 1992 Water quality study 0£ Tisbury 
Great Pond, Prepared £or the Towns of West Tisbury and Chilmark 
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9. Poole, Bruce, M. August, 1986. West Tisbury .rvlicrobial Investigation of Great Pond Part II. 
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MA. . 

10. Saunders Associates. 29-June, 1990. Road Runoff Sampling Tisbury Great Pond Tributaries. 
Prepared for: Martha's Vineyard Shellfish Group. Funded by: Tisbury Great Pond Riparian 
Owners. 

11. Sherwood, Lynn. 23-November, 1989. Sanitary Survey Report of Tisbury Great Pond in the 
Town of West Tisbury and Chilmark. Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries. 

12. Smith, R.H. March, 1984. Results of the Water Quality Monitoring Program. The Martha's 
Vineyard Commission. (includes _bacteria data on Mill Brook and Tiasquam River). 

13. Turenne,. James. 28-December, 1990. Ground-penetrating radar study. USDA-Soil 
Conservation Service. (from Bill Wilcox) 

14. West Tisbury Board of Health. October 1990-December, 1991. Unpublished data on 
temperature, salinity, and fecal coliform bacteria. (from John Powers) 
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C:data-MV _typing:MV _DRF _notes.doc 

Hydrography 
DRF notes from Maps - July 2012 

Notes to go with Brian Hall's map- Water features and topographic 6-12-2012 

No streams east of the line from Rhoda Pond to Mill Pond. Smith Brook west of Rhoda Pond only 
stream in Tisbury. 

Oneminor exception - stream from red maple swamp to Little Duarte Pond, Mattakeset Herring Creek. 

Two big streams - Mill Brook and Tiasquam River - very similar - both confined to narrow southwest 
to northeast trending valleys between two morainal ridges. Both largely wetlands or wetland confined 
streams; very gentle gradient. Both empty into tributaries of Tisbury Great Pond. Each collects very 
little water from tributaries. Why does west area of Tisbury Great Pond serve as an effective tributary 
- why not dry? 

Other streams flow via gentle ground to coast. 

Fulling Mill Brook and Mill Brook ( c) to south coast. 

Roaring Brook, Paint Mill Brook, Blackwater Brook, Smith Brook and many small streams to Vineyard 
Sound. Aquinnah - unique with highland and streams diving north and south. 

Many ponds artificial. 

Shoreline - run futures as sea level rises, what will coastal ponds look like? 

9 



C:data-MV _typing:MV _DRF _notes.doc 

Glacial Topography 
DRF notes from Maps - July 2012 

From Map: Water Features and Topography 11 x 17 6-21-2012) (shows relief with shading) 

Katama to Duarte Pond - outwash over moraine - topography is very subtle but distinct from the plain. 
Undulations and depressions - buried features so subtle. Includes small ponds - Duarte, Little, Dodger 
Hole, Jemegan. But very few relative to west. 

Long bottoms only extend east to Oyster Pond. From there to Edgartown (Paqua and Jobs Neck east) 
they don't extend far up into the plain as the do off Tisbury Great Pond, Long Cove, Watcha, Oyster 
Ponds. 

Also don't extend in from Chilmark Pond or Black Point Pond. 

10 
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THE AMERICAN MIDLAND NATURALIST 66(2) 
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Location of cores: 

I. MV-1 , MV- 5 
2. MV-7 
3. MV-11 

4. SP- I 

5. RP-I 
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VEGETATION 
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MARTHA'S VINEYARD 
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Fig. 1.-Distribution of major vege_tational units on Martha's Vineyard. 
Boundaries determined from aerial photographs and field mapping. Core sites 
1-5 indicate locations of samples shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 10. Generalized distribution of vegetation on Martha's 
Vineyard. (Drawn from information supplied by Donald Swift) 
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Tuesday, February 10, 2015 12:46:47 PM Eastern Standard Time 

Subject: (none) 

Date: Wednesday, December 31, 2014 7:16:10 AM Eastern Standard Time 

From: Foster, David 

June 13, 1862 
The Selectman of this town have granted a license to Mr. Peter West, to plant, grow, and dig 

oysters, in a certain part of Squash Meadow Pond, for 20 years ... 

. . . The old oyster pond was a famous place of resort, and hundreds upon hundreds of bushesl of the 
fines of bivalves were taken from its waters. We learn that it is again becoming stocked, and we shall 
hail with delight the day which once more brings our village; as of old, cart load after cart load of 
these fine shell-fish. 

----------------
David Foster, Director 978.724.3302 
Harvard Forest, Harvard University 
Petersham, MA 01333 
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Glenn Motzkin, 02:26 PM 9/2/99 -, Felix NEck 

Date: Thu, 2 Sep 1999 14:26:43-0400 (EDT) 
X-Sender: gmotzkin@pop.fas.harvard.edu (Unverified) 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4 
To: drfoster@fas.harvard.edu 
From: gmotzkin@fas.harvard.edu (Glenn l\/lotzkin) 
Subject: Felix NEck 

David, On Tom Rawinski's message he also said that he had cored 2 of the 
gnarly white oaks he had told us about at Felix Neck, which are apparently 
due north of 'Turtle Pond'. - 50 cm DBH: one was 214+ years old and the 
other 186+. Pretty interesting. I wonder how many of the other gnarly 
trees we've been seeing on the coast are quite old? Glenn 

Printed for "David R. Foster" <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 1 
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Fences 
DRF notes from 1850 map-July 2012 

Create polygons of different areas according to patterns. 

Aquinnah - unique; small, rather haphazard combination of enclosed and open; great assortment -
lines; many small, some intertwined and connected two or three large polygons - central rectangle; 
large open to Menemsha Pond; large open to Squib Pond; smaller open to southwest coast and Gay 
Head Cliffs. Similar to hydrography as spreading to the coast. Also confined to west-northwest to 
east-southeast axis - none to the north shore - broad beach and wetland and dunes/Moshup Trail/south 
exposed coast. 

Chilmark - Rural, pastoral, agrarian - small to very large closed to open interconnected fences. Many 
small enclosed concentrated separated by larger polygons. Independent of political boundary - cross 
Chilmark/West Tisbury boundary and similar in C, WT, E. Chappy; independent of fence type and 
geomorphology as similar in C/WT and E/Chappy. Within region - broad orientation. 

Chappaquiddick- WNW-ESE, Katama - NW-SE, NWT- NW-SE, NC - NW-SE, SC-more mix NW
SE. 

Agrarian - fairly dense, open to closed, small rectangular outskirts of town, coastal cultivated fields. 
Multiple orientations - overall and within. Squib - dense and variable, flowing from northwest to east; 
Chilmark Pond- mixed orientation on pond; Indian Hill; Merry Farm?; Head of Lagoon, East Chop; 
East Center - S; King point. 

Village Center - West Tisbury - small, open, reflect proprietors, axis north-south, east-west, northeast
southwest of roads. 

Vineyard Haven- coastal and harbor; no agriculture use; E oriented to water and SW-NE doesn't wrap 
around the harbor; wharf area free. 

Other 
Neck fences - Wasque, North Neck, SE Katama, east side, Edgartown Great Pond (multiple fences) 
East Chop, Felix Neck, South Shore-Jobs Neck, Paqua Pond, Long Point, much of Tisbury Great Pond, 
Black Point Pond. 

Coastal division fences - straight down to the coast to break into a series of fields - stonewall beach to 
head of Chilmark Pond; much of northwest shore from Menemsha; Katama Bay both sides; Harbor side 
of East Chop. 

Almost no fences along roads. Why not? Not indicated? Not present, but roads offer properties 
boundaries. 
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Fence Pattern Types - 1850 

A -Aquinnah C - Rural, Pasture, Agrarian 
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Note: All maps are sho'Ml at the same scale. 
Fences along roads are not shO'Ml since they were not recocded in the original 1848 surveys. 
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Brian Hall, 09:50 AM 11/30/2001, Re: MV 

X-Sender: brhall@fas.harvard.edu 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.0 
Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2001 09:50: 16 -0500 
To: "D . · . FO,_ster" <drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 
Fr m: Brian Hal-V<brhall@fas.harvard.edu> 
Su, ·ect: e<MV 

MV Witness trees: 

Page 1 of 1 

i'I) s 

Tisbury (inc modern West Tisbury): 36 witness trees, Carya 8.3%; "white oak" 30.6%; "red 
oak" 50.0%; "pine" 5.6% 

Edgartown: 32 witness trees; Carya 3.1 %; "white oak" 43.8%; "red oak" 21.9%; "pine" 
28.1% 

What about Witness tree data - does this show anything? 

We should talk to see if there are other historical data that we should incorporate into the 
paper. What I am doing for now is pulling together as best a first draft as possible for you, 
Glenn, Tim et al. to read over. 

Thanks, D 

Printed for "David R.Foster"<drfoster@fas.harvard.edu> 11/30/2001 
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Christopher Kruegle, 01 :40 PM 8/14/98, Vineyard Gazette lead 

Return-Path: kruegler@fas.harvard.edu 
X-Sender: kruegler@pop.fas.harvard.edu 
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 13:40:50 -0400 
To: drfoster@fas.harvard.edu, gmotzkin@fas.harvard.edu 
From: Christopher Kruegler <kruegler@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: Vineyard Gazette lead 
X-UIDL:681e9e52e50f7cd795577ccce6c1508c 

David and Glenn: 

Tom Dunlop, a part-time writer for the Vineyard Gazette who also works out 
of NYC, called for either of you today offering the following, having been 
shown a copy of David's letter to Peter Van Tassie. 

A series of historical pieces was done in the Gazette in the 1940s bearing 
on the Vineyard's land-use history. The series was stimulated by the 
creation of the navel base. He characterized the series as somewhat casual 
"oral history," and not 100% reliable, but thought it might constitute a 
useful source for you. 

If you have not yet visited the Gazette offices on the Vineyard, he could 
give you more direct guidance for finding this material, if you called him 
in NY at 212-874-0473. 

"In return," since he writes about the island, he said he would be happy to 
be kept aware of your work as it goes forward. I made appropriately 
friendly but noncommittal noises. 

CK 

Printed for drfoster@fas.harvard.edu (David R. Foster) 
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